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                                                    Preface 

Armenia is one of the ancient countries of the world. Armenians /hay-armens/, the natives of 

the Armenian Highlands, are one of the ancient nations of South-Western Asia, and 

Armenian is one of the ancient languages in the world. According to studies in the Armenian 

Highlands and in surrounding territotories Armenian used to be a spoken language more 

than 9000 years ago. New studies have come to testify thatthese surrounding territories were 

also the ancestral Homeland of Arian tribes, the ancestors of Indo-Europeans.From then on, 

these tribes started moving from their Homeland, the Armenian Highlands, and its 

surrounding territories, to countries where they live at present on territories between Europe 

and India. The ancient maps of the world, also testify that Armenians /hay-armens/ are the 

ancient inhabitants ofSouth Western Asia, and that Armenia is one of the ancient countries 

of the world. The famous ancient image of the Universe and MotherEarth is a Sumerian 

map(middle of the 3rd millennium B.C.) on a clay-tablet1 (see p. 85), on which mountains 

(the Armenian Highlands), Mesopotamia and the riversTigris and Euphrates, originating 

from the Armenian Highlands, are indicated. Those territories, having been settled by hay-

armens before the appearance of Semitic tribes (Akkadiansand later Babylonians and 

Assyrians), were known to the Sumerian people in the middle of the 3rd millennium B.C.2  It 

is also known that the former settlements of the Sumerians were the southern parts of the 

Armenian Highlands,3 fromwhere, making little shifts, they appeared in Southern or Lower 

 
1  The History of Ancient East, part 1, M., 1983 
2  Asia Minor was populated by Thracians, Lydians, Phrygians, Pelasgians, Trojans, Etruscans, etc. According to 

Robert Ellis, an English researcher, they were Armenian tribes and spoke Armenian (dialects)./Robert Ellis: The 

Armenian Origin of the Etruscans, 1861: http://www.hayagitaran.info/. We shouldnot forget that in the ''Iliad'' 

by Homer and ''Trojan War'' (12th-9th cc. B.C.), Thracians, Phrygians, Lycians and other neighbouring tribes, 

joined each other during imminent danger and helped the Trojan king Prian. According to the Armenian 

prominent historian Movses Khorenatsi (410-490s A.D.), Trojans were also helped by Armenian brave warriors 

lead by the epic hero Zaramayr Nahapet, who was wounded and later died during the war, /M. Khorenatsi, 

History of the Armenians, Yerevan, 1981, p. 107/. R. Ellis writes that from Italy to Armenia, the flow of 

Armenian speakers was interrupted only when  Syrian or Assyrian people /semitic tribes/ came up from the 

south and appeared between Armenia and Phrygia, hindering their close relationship. That territory was called 

Cappadocia,  In the Eastern part of which Armenian was also spoken.  Later the tribes /Armenian tribes/  that 

inhabited outside the Western part of the Armenian Highlands, started to develop separately,  further spreading 

to the West: Greece, the Apennine Peninsula, the Balkans and Europe. 

  There are also other sources about Thrace and Thracians. Thus, Hovhannes Draskhanakerttsi (the 9th c.) 

considered that Tiras, who was the grandfather of Armenians' forefather Hayk, was also the forefather of 

Thracians /Hovhannes Draskhanakerttsi, History of Armenia, Tiflis, 1912, p. 11/, while According to Strabo, 

Thracians lived to the North of Armenia, among the Guran and the Med tribes, on the territory between Lake 

Urmia and the Caucasus Mountains /Strabo, XI, 44/.  These ancient sources state that the forefather of Thracians 

was one of the Armenian ancestors Tiras, and the Land Thracia was in the Armenian Highlands. Today Thracia 

is located in the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula. 
3  G. Childe, ''New Light on the Most Ancient East'', M., 1956; I. Kaneva, “Enmerkar and the Lord of  Aratta”, 

Journal of Ancient History, 1964,  History of Ancient East, part I, 1983, p. 92. 

http://www.hayagitaran.info/
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Mesopotamia.4 According to results of archaeological excavations,  Sumerians were already 

in Lower Mesopotamia in the V – IV millennia B.C.5  There are notes about “high mounts”, 

“gods”, “immortals”, “holy laws” and “sacred ceremonies” of Aratta country 6 in the 

Sumerianheroic epic “Gilgamesh” (“Gilgamesh and the Land of Immortals”, “Enmerkar and 

the Lord of Aratta”, “Lugalbanda and Mount Hurum” and other heroic epics).  Arrata is one 

of the ancient names of Armenia. It must be noted that the migration of Sumerians to the 

south is considered to be the first known migration from the Armenian Highlands. Armenia 

is represented on a Babylonian star-like map (6th c. B.C.), on the map of Hecataeus of Miletus 

(517 B.C.), as well as on the map (5th c. B.C.) drawn on the basis of the work “History” 

written by Herodotus, etc. 

     There were also shifts to the East, the West and the North from the Armenian Highlands 

and surrounding territories.  It is also known that some tribes, who called themselves ari, 

arya as well as ayu and /h/ayu7, moved to India from the West in the middle of the 2nd 

millennium. Being armed with metal weapons they rode horses and war-chariots. Indian 

ancient written sources, ''Rigveda'' and ''Mahabharata'', testify about this. In scientific 

spheres it is accepted to claim that Iranian tribes (Medes and Persians) appeared in Iran in 

the first half of the 2nd millennium8. Iranian tribes, left their ancestral Homeland and moved, 

but they preserved their worship of gods, lifestyle, habits, traditions, as well as the idea of 

belonging to the Arian tribe and denomination Ari. Being written in the 7th c. B.C. the 

Zoroastrian Holy Book ''Avesta'' testifies about that. Later, in the early Middle Ages, 

according to oral legends, the text of “Avesta” and its explanation ''Zend''were written.   

Settling in their new homeland all the tribes, however, remembered their previous, ancestral 

Homeland, their gods and their belonging to the Arian tribe and tried to keep their traditions 

and mode of life alive. They remembered their kindreds, who had remainedin their ancestral 

Homeland, with love and respect and tried to keep good memories about them.  Some 

written sources give important information about the history of ancient Armenia and 

Armenian /Arian/ tribes.  It must be noted that these data refer not only to the history of the 

tribes which left their Homeland, but also to the history of their original Mother tribe, the 

hay-armens, who stayed backin their ancestral Homeland. 

    The tribes moved both to the East and to the North. One part, passing around the 

Caucasus, and the other part around the Caspian Sea, found themselves in the north-western 

 
4  Studies allow us to say that many ancient culture (Neolithic, Kur-Araks or Shengavit, Bronze Age, etc.) were 

created by the people of Armenoid type of the Europoid race. Uncovered ancient images and figures of gods and 

kings represent the Armenoid anthropological type. The images of Egyptian pharaohs and Akkadian kings are 

exceptions as, according to uncovered ancient written sources, the Armenoid type was treated inimically by 

them. The reason is supposed to be the following: The study of the history of mankind shows that since the 

Neolithic period (10th c. B.C.) the Armenoid type has always been in the center of important  events of the 

formation and evolution of  people’s tribes. The people of the Armenoid type took active part in those events.  

Its permanent and important role in all the events was most probably the reason of hostile attitude to wards the 

Armenoid type.  If in the initial period this attitude was shown only by people of non-Armenoid type, later, 

however, it was adopted by people (monarchs, especially) of the same anthropological type (Persians, Romans 

and Byzantians).   
5J.  Mellaart, “Earliest Civilizations of the Near East”, M., 1982,   L. Woolley,  “A forgotten kingdom”, M., 1986. 
6Kramer  S. N., The Sumerians, Chicago, 1963;  I. Kaneva,  Journal of Ancient History, 1964, 4, p. 208. 
7 Rigveda, M., 1972, I, 31, 10, I, 130, 6;  II, 20, 24, III, 59, 5;  Literature of Ancient East, 1984, Mahabharata /63, 

65/, с. 58, 318. 
8The Hitory of  Iran,  M., p.  37 
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nearby territories of the Caspian Sea and in the northern nearby territories of the Black Sea. 

Later the ancestors of the Indo-Europeans /Arian tribes/ moved to the West, to Europe. 

Archaeological excavations provide information about those tribes. During these shifts 

onesection of the tribes settled in the Balkans. Some also went to the western parts of Asia 

Minor and then to Europe. As it is seen the ancestors of the Indo-Europeans, the Arian 

tribes, moved to Europe from their ancestral Homeland, the Armenian Highlands and 

surrounding  territories, both from the East (Caucasus) and from the South-East /Asia 

Minor/. 

   Roman written sources /Tacitus/ give information about the history of European people, 

especially about the Gauls (Celtic people), and German, British and other ancient tribes. 

Later, in the IX-XVcc., through to the 18th c. according to written sources of European 

people /''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle”, “Das Annolied”, “Kaiserchronik”, “Das Rolandslied 

des Pfaffen Konrad”, “Chronica Baioariorum”  /it is stated that their ancestors  /British-Welsh 

people, Bavarians as well as Basques and Slavs/ came from Armenia.  In those written sources 

mention is always made about “brave and proud” Armenia, holy Mount Ararat, which is 

situated there, and Noah’s Ark. Travelers, geographers and cartographers of theMiddle Ages 

also have displayed the same attitude towards Armenia. 

 

                        
 

   Both in the Ancient period and in the Middle Ages cartographers, Greek, Roman and 

European /also Arabian, etc./ historians and geographers have in their works always 

mentioned and written about Armenia with its Earthly Paradise, Mount Ararat, Noah's Ark, 

etc.  But as from the  2nd  half of the 19th c. a new attitude has begun shaping towards 

Armenia and Armenians. 
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                                   Armenia in Ancient and Medieval Times 

 

   In the 19th century Armenia was in a very difficult situation: Western Armenia formed a 

part of the Ottoman Empire and Eastern Armenia formed a part of Iran, then a part of the 

Russian Empire (after 1806 through to1828). 

    In medieval Armenia, after the collapse of the Bagratid kingdom of Armenia /1045/ and 

the Armenian Kingdom of Cilicia /1375/, Armenians could not achieve their long lasting 

desire to have an independent and a united state. While in medieval written sources of 

ancient European people Armenia, the “freedom seeking land” and the “country of brave 

warriors”  was mentioned as their ancestral Homeland, starting from the 2nd half of the 19th 

century Armenia was treated in completely other way for political expediency and because 

of the new geopolitical situation in South Western Asia,which did not allow the division of 

the ''ill''  Ottoman Empire, in order to have a ''weapon''  against Russia, and alsothe 

formation of the State of Armenia on ancient Armenian territories.  On maps and in 

textbooks instead of the names Armenia (Western Armenia) and the Armenian Highlands 

there appeared fictitious names such as Anatolia9 and Kurdistan10.  Beginning from the end of 

the 19th century, with the connivance of the governments of England, Germany, and Austria-

 
9  It  is accepted that the name Anatolia (in Greek “East”) refers to Asia Minor, in the western part of the 

Armenian Highlands. 
10Kurds came to Armenia /Armenian Highlands/ during the rule of  Seljuk-Turks (XII-XIII cc.)  settling in the 

southern regions of Armenia: Arzanene (Aghdznik, now Diyarbekir district) and Korchayk (also known as 

Corduene after the name of its great province). Being encouraged by the Turks, Kurds settled in other regions of 

Armenia, too, since the beginning of the 16th c.   Corduene was also known by the names Kadmea House  and 

Kadmos House.  According to  Khorenatsi, these names come from the name of Hayk’s  grandson, Aramanyak’s 

son, Kadmos.  Hayk  settled him in his first house, Corduene, giving him wealth  /Movses Khorenatsi, 1981, 

History...,  p. 47/.       The Homeland of  Kurds is consideredto be the northern part of  Fars (Parsa) Province of  

Iran.  /ASE, 1986, v. 12. p. 491/.  
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Hungary as well as because of the indifferent and evasive behaviour of Russia, the hardest 

and most tragic period in the history of Armenia began.  The population in Western 

Armenia, Cilician Armenia and other Armenian territories under Ottoman rule were 

periodically persecuted and massacred culminating in a full scale preorganized and 

implemented Genocide in the years between 1915-1923. The aim of the  Genocide organisers 

was to get hold of  Armenian territories, culture and genetic fund. The perpetrators of the 

Genocide thus tried to weaken and neutralize Armenians and Armenia, one of the most 

important and viable powers in the Middle East. 

   In spite of the above mentioned factors, however, Armenia and the history of Armenia 

didnot stop being in the center of scholars’ attention. Many European scholars /Arnold 

Toynbee, Count August von Holzhausen, Heinrich Hϋbschman, Johannes Lepsius/ on the 

basis of ancient written sources wrote works and articles about the ancient history of 

Armenia and the important role Armenians had played in World Civilization. But there 

were also other researchers who tried to deny the evidences of ancient written sources about 

Armenians and Armenia, as well as the facts proving that Armenians were the ancestors of 

Indo-Europeans and Armenia was their ancestral Homeland.11 

    In the 20th century and in the beginning of the 21st century scholars again touched upon 

the subjects dealing with Armenians and Armenia. On the basis of new studies12  scholars 

expressed some views according to which the Armenian Highlands is the cradle of 

civilization (David Marshall Lang, Armenia: Cradle of Civilization, London, 1970) and 

Armenians are one of the most ancient nations. They also claimed that the Armenian 

language is also very old and that the Armenian Highlands and its  surrounding territories 

are the ancestral Homeland of Indo-Europeans /Arian tribes/, etc.  Linguistic studies are of 

great importance as they support the view that Armenian is an ancient language which was 

spoken more than nine thousand years ago. It must be mentioned that some authors 

misrepresent and politicize  the history and the historical geography using the names 

“Eastern Turkey”, “Eastern Anatolia”, “the territory of modern Turkey” instead of Armenia 

and the Armenian Highlands. 

   According to archaeological, linguistic, anthropological and other studies we dare to say 

that Armenia is both the ancestral Homeland of Arian tribes (Indo-Europeans), that came 

from hay-armens and the cradle of modern civilization. Today, in the beginning of the 21st 

century, the Armenian Highlands and the main parts of its  surrounding territories are held 

captive, which is the sorrow of Armenians and theshame of the heirs of Arian tribes, the 

 
11 ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle”, 1861-1953 publications; E. A. Quitzmann, Die heidnische Religion der 

Baiwaren, Leipzig, 1860  and E. A. Quitzmann, Die alteste Geschichte des Baiern bis zum Jahre 911, 

Braunschweig, 1873;  Hans F. Nöhbauer, «Die Bajuwaren», Welt-bild  Verlag, Augsburg, 1990 
12 Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza, Genes, Peoples and Languages, (NY: North Point Press, 2000) 159-165; Russell D. 

Gray & Quentin D. Atkinson, "Language-tree divergence times support the Anatolian Theory of  Indo-

European origin," Nature vol. 426 (Nov. 26, 2003) 435-439/; Bouckaert R., et al., "Mapping the Origins and 

Expansion of the Indo-European Language Family".  Science, vol. 337, № 6097 (2012), p.  957-960; Merritt 

Ruhlen, The Origin of Language, 1994. 
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Indo-Europeans, especially the Englishmen and the Germans, who left those territories 

centuries ago. They are mainly guilty for this situation as behaving in their and others’ 

political interests, they forgot about their ancestral  Homeland and their “kindred who 

stayed there”. 

 

Ancient Written Sources of Mesopotamia about Armenia as the Land of 

''Gods'', ''Immortals'', ''Holy Laws'' and ''Sacred Ceremonies''  
 

    There are many evidences  about “high mounts”, “gods”, “immortals”, “holy laws” and 

“sacred ceremonies”  of Aratta country in one of the ancient sources the   Mesopotamian 

ancient written sources; Sumerian  “Enmerkar and the Lord  of Aratta”, “Lugalbanda and 

Mount Hurum”, “Lugalbanda and Enmerkar”,  “Enmerkar and Ensukushsiranna”   epic-

poems, also Sumer-Akkadian  epos “Gilgamesh” (“Gilgamesh and the Land of Immortals”).13  

Aratta was an Armenian ancient State (or City-State)14  

   In other ancient written sources of Mesopotamia /“Gilgamesh”, ''Atrahasis'', ''Babylonica'' 

by Berossus/ Armenia is the “land of gods'', which by the will of gods was destined to become 

the salvation country for all mankind during the Flood. Thus, kind and pious people like the 

Sumerian Ziusudra, the Akkadian Utnapishtim /Utnapistim is the Akkadian translation of 

Ziusudra, which means “having found a long life”/, and Ksisutros by Berossos, were those 

who were saved from the Flood having found refuge in “the Land of gods”, Armenia. 

According to the Bible Noah was also a pious man who, being saved from the Flood, also 

sought  refuge in Armenia /Mount Ararat/. 

   In his famous work “Babylonica”, Berossus (IV–III cc. B.C.) writes that the Land of gods, 

where mankind found its salvation, is Armenia /“the History of Babylon”, ''Babylonica'' or 

«Chaldaika»/.15  While writing his work High Priest Berossus had come to this conclusion by 

referring to the written cuneiform inscription found on the temple.  The Greek written work 

includes the history of Mesopotamia from the ancient period till the period the author lived. 

Some chapters from the work by Berossus are still preserved in the work by bishop, historian 

and theologian Eusebius of Caesarea /thanks to the Armenian translation/ and in the works 

by other authors. In those preserved chapters it is spoken about one of the Mesopotamian 

variants concerning the Flood, where the hero has the Greek name of Xisuthros. According 

to Berossus Cronos, the god or titan, forewarns him about the Flood saying that a ship must 

be built to be saved. 

  To Xisuthros’ question ''Where shall we go to be saved?'' sounds the answer: ''To the land of 

Gods''. 

   After the Flood when the Ark rested on top of the mountains they were told that they 

were in the Land of gods, in Armenia. Then the gods granted Xisuthros and his wife 

immortality and the right to live in the Land of gods. It is worth mentioning that the other 

 
13   Kramer S. N., The Sumerians, Chicago, 1963;  Kaneva I.,  Journal of Ancient History, 1964, 4, p. 208 
14  M. Kavoukjian, The Origin of the Armenian people, Montreal, 1982; M. Kavoukjian, Armenia, Subartu and     

     Sumer,  Montreal, 1987, p. 65-72;  A. Movsisyan, The Armenian Ancient State. Aratta, Y., 1990 
15  Eusebius of  Pamphilus Caesarea, Chronicon, Chapter I, Venice, 1818  /in Armenian/ 
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survivors were sent to Babylon and were not allowed to live in Armenia. As we see not 

everybody was  allowed  to  live in Armenia,  the Land  of  gods. 

   Ancient written sourcesalso testify that those who returned to Babylon were the 

descendants oftitans, who decided to establish their own rules there. The names of the giants 

and titanssuch as Etan or Titan, Ner, Cronus, Japetus, etc. have been preserved. Citing 

another source /the Berossus Sibyl/, Movses Khorenatsi (5th c.) writes: ''Before the 

construction of the Tower of Babel and the chaos caused by multilingualism and after 

Xisuthros’ navigation to Armenia the rulers of the country became Cronus (Khorenatsi uses 

the name Zrvan), Titan and Japetus''. 

    Movses Khorenatsi compares these heroes with Shem, Ham and Japhet.16  It is known that 

these titans tried to build a tower to reach the gods. This made the gods angry and they 

destroyed the tower. Then people began to speak different languages, thus not being able to 

unite their powers against the gods. 

   As we see the Land Armenia existed both before and after the Flood.  It is the Land of gods 

and mortals, whom the gods made immortal.  It is a very important fact to note that not all 

mortals were allowed to live in the holy Land of Ararat. 

    The name Ararat /the Land of Ararat/ is also connected with the creation mystery of man. 

There are words in Armenian that have special meaning: Արարիչ (Ararich = creator, God), 

արարել (ararel = to create), արարած (ararats = creature), արորդի (arorti = son of the Ar), 

Արարատ (proper noun, Ararat). Thus, the sentence in Armenian Արարիչն արարել է 

արարածին` արորդուն, Արարատի երկրում (Աստվածների երկրում), means God 

created man,  the son of the Ar in the Land of Ararat  (the Land of god).   So using only a few 

words the history of the creation of man and the dwelling-place of the people are displayed. 

It is worth mentioning that the root of the word Ararat (arar) in Armenian means “to create, 

to form, to make” while the “at” component is a suffix that shows the place. And 

Mesopotamian mythology (''Enki and    Ninmah'', ''Atrahasis'', ''Gilgamesh'') confirms that 

the gods created man in their image. 

    Therefore the word Ararat with its origin and pronunciation is an Armenian word and has 

the meaning of the Land of Creation. A[ei]  is supposed to be the first sound the earthly 

human being, the created man, pronounced.  It is a fact that almost all the alphabets of the 

world begin with A, which is pronounced easily and beautifully.  The man, being a spiritual 

creature, is supposed to have pronounced the first letter of his Creator's name. This is 

attested by the names of many gods of the Armenian Highlands, of Mesopotamia as well as 

Greek, Indian, Iranian and other gods from different deities. The names of all these gods 

begin with Ար-Ar,  e. g. Aruru /pre-Sumerian mother-goddess/, Ara the Beautiful 

/resuscitated god in the Armenian deity, as well as Armenian mythological king/, Aramazd 

/the father god in the Armenian deity/,  Arma /the goddess of the Moon in Hittite-Luwian 

deity/, Ara, Ardi, Arsimela, Aratsa /Ararat-Urartu deity/, Armati /goddess in Iranian deity/, 

Artemis or Artemida /Greek goddess of the Moon and hunting/, Ares /Greek god of war/, 

Aruna /Vedic goddess of dawn/, Aryaman /Vedic deity/, Aranyan /Vedic goddess of forest/, 

Ra /Ra=Ar /  /Egyptian god of the Sun/,  etc. These names of gods also allow us to say that the 

 
16Movses Khorenatsi, 1981, p. 29 
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second letter of God’s name was R and the name was pronounced AR  /the name of the main 

god in Sumerian deity sounded An,  in Akkadian-Anu/. 

 

The Man-like image of the Creator, the Father God, (the only permitted image) carved on the wall of the 

Noravank church porch /architect Momik, 13th century/. The Creator, holding the head of the first man he 

created, is trying to enliven him. 

 

The image of  Father God under the porch of  St. Astvatsatsin Church, Vayk, 1321, 

   Of great significance in the work by Movses Khorenatsi is the fact that the names of five 

out ofeleven Armenian forefathers begin with Ar:  Aramanyak, Aramayis, Harma, Aram, Ara 

the Beautiful.17 

    Ar also has interchanged sound forms18  like  Er, Ir, Ur, Or;  Eriu, Eremon19  /Celtic 

mythological heroes/,  Er Armenios20  /resuscitated character in the work “Republic” by 

Plato/,  Uranos /Ur=Ar, Greek god of the sky/,  Rod /the main god in Slavonic mythology/ as 

 
17  Movses  Khorenatsi, 1981, p. 23 
18  Some researchers are against the existance of Ar as  god because it isn't mentioned in ancient written sources. 

But we should bear in mind that the name of god Ar/Ara is mentioned in prehistoric sources, which date back 

to the end of the 4th millennium – beginning of the 3rd millennium, while it is estimated that modern 

civilization has a history of 14-15 thousand years. Thus, being too old it is possible that the name of the Creator, 

god Ar may not have been mentioned in written sources. But the names of the ancient gods of  South-Western 

Asia,  especially the ones of the Indo-European people begin with the root Ar /Aruru, Arathe Beautiful, 

Aramazd, Arma, Ares, Aras/.  The fact  that the Creator's name begins with the word stem Ar is not  accidental. 
19Mythology of the World Nations, M., 1988, v. I, p. 52; 1991, т. II, p. 636 
20''Republic''  by  Plato,  XL  (X. 614) 
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well as Orey /the forefather of Slavs/, Yarilo /Yarovit, the son of  Rod, the god of spring,  

cultivation and fertility/, etc. 

 

In the root Ar the sound [r]was sometimes interchanged into [l] and the name 

waspronounced Al-Hal, or El-Hal.  Aldi/Haldi or Khaldi  is the main god of Armenian 

Ararat-Urartu State. 

    Taking the above mentioned into consideration we can say that the root “ar”, which is the 

first root of the names of many ancient gods and heroes, means not only brave and noble but 

is also directly related to the name of the God /Ar the Creator (Ararich in Armenian)/, the 

toponymic name  /Ararat Land/, and the idea of  creation and immortality  /Ara the 

Beautiful, Er Armenios/. It is therefore natural to considerthe fact that the man, who was 

created in the Land of Ararat, was saved from the Flood and found refuge in the same Land. 

    According to studies a great many words in Armenian as well as in other Indo-European 

languages, have the root  ar,  which is the name of the God, in them. Other ancient 

Armenian words like arev /sun/, arpi /dawn/, arshaluys / dawning/, arusyak /dawn/, artsat 

/silver/, aragil /stork/, etc., that have the meaning of light, sparkleand white,  allow us to say 

that primarily Ar meant light.  Ar is always present (whether overtly or covertly) in the 

Armenian language and in the consciousness of  each Armenian as well as in Arian tribes. 

    Ar is the Creator, Space, Light, Heaven and Earth, God, bright mind, culture, art, flora and 

fauna,   some personal and geographical names, and a mythological  hero...21 

     It should also be mentioned that for Armenians Ar, the god, was identical with the Sun-

god. Without the existence of this god there would be no people, no nature, no flora and 

fauna on  Earth.  

 

 

The image of the Lord /the Sun-god/, the beginning of the 21st century,  

Byurakan /author Gor Abrahamyan/ 

 

 Both personal and geographical names beginning with [ar] were spread in the Armenian 

Highlands:  

 
21Some researchers interpret the name of god Ar in a negative way or they just don’t accept his existence, but 

there are so many obvious facts that it is senseless to debate with those researchers who are against the 

existence of Ar as “ararich”,  God the Creator.  
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   Personal –Aram, Aramanyak, Aramayis, H/arma, Ara the Beautiful, Armenak, Artavazd, 

Artashes, Artan, Artavan, Arshavir, Argam, Arbak, Artsrun, Armihr, Arame Argishti, 

Ariazate /the name of daughter Tigranes the Great/, Arshak, Arshamand etc. 

 

   Geographical–Ararat, Aratta, Armani, Arme, Armina, Ardini, Armavir, Artashat, Araman, 

Aramus, Aramanyak, Artagers, Aragats, Aratsani, Araks, Areguni, Artaz, Areni, Armash, 

Artsn, Archesh, Arush, Artsakh, etc. 

 

 
 

The Land of Armens-Arians /M. Kavoukjian,2010, p.220/ 

 

    The root [ar] may occur in the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word.  There are 

numerous examples in Armenian: Arev-Aregak (the Sun),  aryun (blood), art (field), aror 

(wooden plough), aros (ashberry), arka (king), artsiv (eagle), aryuts (lion), aragil (stork), 

arahet (path) as well as yerkink = yer+ar+kyank (sky), erkir (yer+ar+kertel-(earth, a created 

place), garun (spring), gari (barley), varel (plough, lead, drive), zartnel (wake up), bartsranal 

(rise), etc. We can also addthe words meaning leaders (aratchnortner): arka-king (Armenia), 

pharaoh (Egypt) Caesar (Rome), tsar (Rusia),  karol  (Europe), etc.  

    The name armen (given to hay-armens (Armenians) has a deep, symbolic meaning. Let us 

discuss the names Ari, Armen, (the son of Ar) and Arman (the son of Ar). 
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In Sumerian sculptures /4th mil. B. C./ people are depicted with light skin, fair wavy hair, big black and blue 

eyes, round head and oblong nasal bone /characteristic features of the Armenoid racial type/. It is assumed 

thatpeople created in the land of Ararat might have had certain likeness to the above described ones, who lived 

in Lower Mesopotamia in the V-IV millennia /also earlier/. Let us not forget that one segmentt of Sumerian 

people remembers that its ancestors havecome from the north, from a mountainous land /G. Childe, The Most 

Ancient East: The Orientale Prelude to European Prehistory, Moscow, 1956; Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta 

by I. Kaneva, Journal of Ancient History, 4;  History of the Most Ancient East, chapter I, 1983, p. 92/,  unlike 

the other segment which calls itself ''black headed''  /The Most Ancient East, chapter I, 1983, p. 265/.  G. Childe 

states that a number of tribes with light skin from the Armenoid racial type came to Sumer from Northern 

Mesopotamia /Armenian Mesopotamia/.  The ''black-headed'' Sumerians, having Dravidyan origin, are 

supposed to have come by sea from the South. We may also assume that by “black-headed” men or people 

Sumerians meant human beings in general, differentiating them from gods. 

 

    In the Bible it is spoken about the sons of God, who are bright and saintly22  people and 

whose role on earth is very important. But who are these sons of God?  There is only one 

answer: They were the people who wereused to be called “Honest and Brave Arians”.   They 

followed all the commandments of God  /to struggle againstevil, to tell the truth, to help the 

poor and to be resposible for their relatives/. According to some researchers the 

denomination Arian means having spiritual power. Thus the spirit is in the word-stem Ar of 

Arian, which is God. But the name of one of the ancient nations in the world, the hay-

armens23  /ar-men = son of the Sun/  prompts that those created in the Land of Ararat were 

Arians /armens/. In the Sumerian epic poem ''Gilgamesh and the Land of Immortals'' 

Gilgamesh travels to Aratta, the land of immortals, which is ''a land of high mountains'', in 

order to gain immortality. In that epic poem the Light and the Sun rise from the Masu 

(Masis)  twin mountains, on the other side of whichlies the magic garden of Eden or 

Paradise, where the gods live.  It is assumed thatthis garden is located in the Ararat Valley. 

 

 
22 Psalm-book, 28,1: In the Bible, the expression “Sons of God” is explained as “Angels of God”. /Book of Job, in 

Hebrew, original, 2, 1/. In another case the “Sons of God” expression describes mankind. /Luke 15: 11-32, “The 

Return of the Prodigal Son”/.  
23 Hay, the name given to Armenians is related to the name of the ruler of Mother Earth Haya (Enki,  as well as 

Ea).  According to Mesopotamian mythology Enki/Haya had an  important role in the creation of man on Earth 

/”Enki and Ninmah”,  “Atrahasis”/.  In the Sumerian poem “Enki and Sumer” or “Enki and World Creation” 

Enki-Haya after creating men, teaches them how to live in the World. Travelling all over the world, he teaches 

people the right way of living. He decides the fate of both cities and people. Going across the Tigris and the 

Euphrates Rivers /Armenian Highlands, Armenia/, Enki-Haya gives people the opportunity of living in a 

civilized world.  He creates plough, pickaxe, mould of brick making, etc.   It is assumed that the spoken 

language was also bestowed upon people by the gods.  
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                                                    The settlement of the gods, the magic garden Ararat Valley, 
                                                          which is situated on the other side of the mountains 

 

 It has already been mentioned that the epic poem testifies to the fact that Aratta is not only 

a land of ''high mountains'', ''immortals'' and ''gods'', but also a land of ''holy laws'' and 

''sacred ceremonies''.   In ancient written sources there is no  other land which is described 

to have those characteristic features. This means that the inhabitants of Aratta (Ar-Atta, the 

land of forefather Ar, the land of Ar) lived following the commandments and laws of the 

Creator /God/.  There was a firm relation between the Creator and the created men. These 

inhabitants were people from the Arian tribe /ar-men/, the sons of the Creator, who lived 

according to the commandments of the Creator.  For hay-armens all people created by the 

Creator were equal. In Armenia there were no slaves, no serfs or other subordinated layers. 

It was typical for Armenians to think that man, being created by God, the Creator, was 

perfect and that all people were equal. 
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Ancient Armenian Gods 

 

Armenian gods:  Vahagn, Anahit, Aramazd (in the center), Mihr, Tir,   1st c. B.C., Sanctuary in Mount Nemrut, 

Western Armenia /reconstructed/ 

 

Present day Sanctuary of Mount Nemrut,1st c. B.C., Western Armenia 

                           

Aramazd   Mother Anahit       Mother Anahit 

Father of gods, Creator of               Goddess of love and  fertility,           Goddess of  love and fertility, 

Heaven and Earth,   bronze sculpture, Yeritza,                 Sanctuary of  Mount Nemrut,  

Sanctuary of  Mount Nemrut Western Armenia, the      Western Armenia, 1st c. B.C. 

                                                                 British Museum 
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 Vahagn          Mihr                                               Tir 

  God of war and victory               God of the Sun and fire                God of writing and science,   

Sanctuary of   Mount Nemrut,        Sanctuary of Mount Nemrut,      Sanctuary of Mount Nemrut, 

Western Armenia, 1st c. B.C.        Western Armenia, 1st c. B.C.             Western Armenia, 1st c. B.C.  

 
 

 

                                              
           Ardi  /Haldi /,                                         Arubani /Bakbartu/, goddess, 

leading god of Ararat-Urartu, the                  wife of  Haldi, Teyshebaini  

high-relief, Artske, 8th c. B.C.,                    /Yerevan, Karmir blur/, 7th c. B.C 

         Western Armenia 

 

   Thus, we can say that the ancestors of the Indo-Europeans, /the Arian tribes/ ar-men, ar-

man lived in their ancestral Homeland, the land Ararat and followed the laws of God, which 

bestowed freedom of soul and mind, harmony and moral values in their relationship with 

others. 
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About the Shifts from Armenia and Its Surrounding Territories of  

Arian /Indo-European/ Tribes 

 

   Armenia /the Armenian Highlands/ lying between West and East is the upland and the 

central plateau of South-Western Asia.  Locatedat equal distances from the ancient cultural 

centers of both worlds, Armenia serves as a bridge between the West and the East,  

becoming an international transit trade crossroad connecting the East (China, India) with the 

West (Greece, Rome). That road was called the ''Silk Road''24.  As we see Armenia used to 

have a convenient geographical  location. 

 

 
The Armenian Highlands from the Space 

 

   The convenient geographical location of Armenia had also a strategic meaning that 

provided a dominating position in the region.  During millennia many states and empires 

were formed in the neighbourhood of Armenia, which struggled among themselves to rule 

over Armenia. Almost all the strong states of the Ancient World tried to conquer the 

Armenian Highlands, which was known as Aratta, Armani, Nairi, Hurri, Mitanni (Hurri-

Mitanni), Hayasa, Ararat-Urartu, Armenia, etc. The inscriptions of Sumerian, Akkadian, 

Egyptian, Hittitian, Assyrian, Babylonian and other states also attest about this. Conquering 

Armenia was not an easy thing, however, as there were skilful and courageous soldiers in 

Armenia, who had been making daring counterattacks against the enemies for centuries. 

      In the VII-IV millennia production /metal discovery, advanced working tools, horse 

domestication, and usage of draught animals/ was highly developed in Armenia, ensuring the 

steady growth of population and settlements. 

    The first shifts from the Armenian Highlands date back to the VII-VI millennia B.C. when 

the traces of Armenian/Arian/ tribes /pottery, working tools made of obsidian, ritual 

symbols/ were uncovered in the western part of Asia Minor /Catal Huyuk, Hajilar, Troy, 

Alishar/ and in the eastern part of the Mediterranean Sea, Amuq or Amik Valley /Tell-Esh-

Sheikh,  Alalakh/. 

 
24Manandyan A.,“About the Trade between Armenian Cities and the World in Ancient Times”, Yerevan, 

1954,p. 72. 
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    In the III-II millennia there were more shifts from the Armenian Highlands. 

Armenian/Arian tribes moved to West, North and East. During the shifts to the West, 

onesection of the tribes reached the western part of Asia Minor and the Balkans /Greek 

tribes of  Crete-Mycenean culture, Phrygians, Thracians and Etruscans/.  These tribes 

reached the northern parts of the Black Sea, through the Caucasus as well as from the South 

passing around the Caspian Sea. At the end of the 2nd millennium new bulks of the Indo-

European /Arian/ population reached the Balkans through the northern parts of the Black 

Sea. Objects of ancient culture uncovered in Greece are known as Crete-Mycenaean, which 

date back to the III-II millennia. This culture is also observed in Asia Minor (Alishar, Troy), 

the Armenian Highlands (Shengavit, Garni, Elar and Artsn), etc. Greek tribes are 

acknowledged to have created the Crete-Mycenaean culture during some minor waves of 

emigrations to the Crete Island and the Balkanian Peninsula from the western parts of Asia 

Minor /Iona and other territories/. Besides the Greek tribes, Phrygians, Thracians, Etruscans 

and other tribes have also represented the Crete-Mycenaean culture. The DNA results of 

analysis carried out through modern methods by American and Greek scientists on skeleton 

bones of the people bearing the Crete-Mycenaean culture show that the ancient inhabitants 

of Greece were the descendants of agricultural tribes dating back to the Neolithic period, 

who were the bearers of Crete-Mycenaean culture. Their ancestors came to Crete from Asia 

Minor and Western Asia about 9000 years ago. According to the same studies people of 

Crete-Mycenaean culture have genetic similarities with ancient and modern Europeans. So 

the ancestors of Crete-Mycenaean tribes, that is to say people of Neolithic culture, emigrated 

to Europe, too,  and they are also the ancestors of modern Europeans.25  As we see the results 

of those studies answer many questions of ancient history, which are also important for 

further studies concerning the shifts from the Armenian Highland and its surrounding 

territories. 

    There are no concrete facts about the ancestral Homeland in ancient Greek written 

sources, but the spiritual values /worship of gods, legends/ and the values of material culture 

testify about the ancient connection between Armenia and Greece.  It’s interesting to note 

that the Greek mythology has its own variant of the Flood.  According to one of the legends 

in Greek mythology, Greeks and Armenians have blood relations.  Nowadays we can read 

about the Greek variant of the Flood in the “Works and Days” poem by the famous Greek 

poet Hesiod (VIII-VII cc. B.C).  In this poem 4 generations were obliterated by gods because 

of their haughtiness, evil and envious attitude. These generations were created and lived in 

the Golden, Silver, Copper and Iron Ages.  In the Iron Age during the Flood, the son of 

Prometheus, Deucalion with his wife was saved. Prometheus advised Deucalion to make a 

big box and sit in it with his wife. After nine days of flooding the box landed on top of 

Mount Parnassus.  Then by the order of Zeus the human tribe again propagated itself.26 

    According to another Greek legend Deucalion and his wife had two children, Helen and 

Amphictyon. The Hellenes were derived from Helen and the Armenians from Amphictyon.27      

 
25 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2325768/The-Minoans-Caucasian-DNA-debunks-

longstanding-theory-Europes-advanced-culture-Africa.html 
26 M. Bartikyan, Helen Dick (Դիցապաշտ Հելլադան կամ Հելլեն դիք), Athens, 1936, pp.  32-36 
27 H.Ter-Movsesyan, History of Armenia, Venice, 1922, p. 119-120 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2325768/The-Minoans-Caucasian-DNA-debunks-longstanding-theory-Europes-advanced-culture-Africa.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2325768/The-Minoans-Caucasian-DNA-debunks-longstanding-theory-Europes-advanced-culture-Africa.html
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 This legend shows that Greeks and Armenians have blood relation. Armenian literary man 

Hovhannes Draskhanakertsi /IX-Xcc./ states in his work that the grandfather of our 

Armenian forefather Hayk, Tiras, was also the forefather of Tracians.28 

    But the newly emerged tribes were not always in peace with their kindred who had been 

living in those territories earlier. The old residents often moved to other territories under 

duress of newcomers. In Egyptian sources we can read about one of those kinds of shifts 

which describes “the emigration of sea people” that began from the Aegean World and the 

Balkans /Tracian-Phragian tribes/ and ended in Asia Minor and Egypt /2nd half of the 2nd 

millennium B.C./.   In the list of ‘‘sea people'' no mention is made about “hays” or “armens”, 

and the migrants are called by the names of their tribes or by new names. 

    As we see the ancestors of Europeans came to Europe from the East passing around the 

Caucasus or the Caspian Sea and from the South through Asia Minor  /the above mentioned 

is testified by archaeological excavations, duringwhich cultural values identical with those of 

Armenian origin were uncovered.Geographical names also testify about it/. During those 

shifts in Europe Celtic, Greek, German, Illyrian, Italic (now Italian), Slavonic, Baltic and 

other languages were finally formed.  

     In historiography these moving tribes were called Indo-Iranian people, but those tribes 

called themselves Aryan /in honour of god Ar, the Creator/.  Being descended from hay-

armens those tribes, the Aryans, even in other territories, always remembered about their 

ancient homeland Hayastan-Armenia, the land of gods, immortals and holy Laws, sacred 

ceremonies and holy Mount Ararat-Masis, as well as the Mother River Araks and other 

things. 

    Since the end of the 1st millennium the shifts of hay-armens had been related to anti-

Armenian policyprectised by Roman and later by Byzantine Emperors. They provoked or 

forced Armenians to migrate to the suburbs of their Empire as they didnot want to see a 

powerful Armenia. After the first and second partition of Armenia between the Byzantine 

and Persian Empires (387, 591), the population in Western Armenia, especially servicemen, 

were removed to the western parts of the Byzantine Empire, Cappadocia, Cilicia and other 

territories.  Armenians were also driven to Thrace, the Balkans, the Danube River basin and 

other territories. Not only soldiers but also people of other layers, such as ministers, 

merchants, artisans, etc., were forced to emigrate. In Western Armenia by the order of 

Byzantine emperors mobilizations periodically took place and under the command of their 

ministers recruited Armenian horsemen and infantry regiments were deported to the West 

to take part in aggressive and plundering raids against Vandals, Goths, Slavs and other tribes. 

During those raids Armenian soldiers were perished or they just refused to take part in those 

unjust wars and punitive activities of the Byzantine army.  The Armenian soldiers left the 

Byzantine army and settled in new territories (the Balkans, Europe and Kievan Rus’). The 

traces of Armenian presence are especially seen in the Balkans. We can say that in the 

formation of the Balkan peoples /Serbs, Bulgarians, Macedonians/ Armenians have played a 

very crucial role /Armenian detachments who served in the army of Byzantine Empire/.  

This is testified by legends, traditions, lifestyle as well as many other cultural components 

/music, musical instruments, dressing and broidery/ of those people. It is also known that 

since   572 during the Persian-Byzantine war the inhabitants of Arzn canton, situated in one 

 
28 Hovhannes Draskhanakerttsi,  History of Armenia, 1912, p. 11 
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of the Armenian regions Arzanene /Aghdznik/, more than 10000 people, who served 

Persians faithfully, were deported and populatedin Cyprusin 587 by the order of the 

Byzantine Emperor Maurice (Mauritius).  According to John of Ephesus29   “those people live 

there till now”. 

   Since the middle of the 7thc. Armenians left their Motherland and were deported also 

because of a social movement called Paulicianism. This movement was against the  Byzantine 

Empire, injustice,  all kinds of class privilages as well as the church.   In the 70s of the IX c. 

the  Byzantine army inflicted reprisals against the members of the Paulician movement in 

the entire territory of the Byzantine Empire. Those who survived were deported to the 

Balkans. Many of them settled in Philippopolis of Thracia /now Plovdiv in Bulgaria/ and in 

the islands of the Mediterranean Sea. According to Byzantine historian Anna Komnene 

(12thc., daughter of Byzantine Emperor Alexios I Komnesos) the entire Philippopolis was 

mainly populated by Paulicians30 (Armenians), who were “brave men”, “warriors who fought 

audaciously against the enemy”31.  Paulician32 soldiersfought also against the Slavsduring 

which they  (Armenians) communicated with Slavonic tribes. 
 

 

 Armenian Pedestrian warriors of Byzantine army, depicted on an ivory jewel box,  10th c. /''Byzantine Army 

886-1118'' by Ian Heath, 2004/.  Under the image we read: ''the images on the ivory jewel box show the service 

of Armenian pedestrian soldiers in the Byzantine army.  The main section of the Empire's military aristocracy, 

(may be more  than 25%), were Armenians''. http: armenian_military_portal: 

 

 
29John of Ephesus, see N. Pigulevskaya, Syrian Sources about the History of  USSR Nations, M.-L., 1941, p. 133, 

143, 146 
30 Chrestomathy of the History of Armenia, Yerevan-1981, pp. 806-807 /Anne Commene, Alexiade /book 6, 

chapter 2/. 
31 Chrestomathy of the History of Armenia, p. 804 /Anne Commene, Alexiade/, /book 14, chapter 8/ 
32Paulicians lived in Thracia till the 19th c. After that time, in the Plovdiv and Svishtov districts of Bulgaria 

about 50000 descendants of Paulicians lived. They have already forgotten the language of their ancestors, 

Armenian, and are assimilated with Bulgarians having some traditions typical to Armenian ones /some 

standards of living, embroidery, music, dances/, /History of Armenia, v-2, Yerevan, 1984, p. 415; H. 

Zhamkochyan, A. Abrahamyan, S. Melik-Bakkshyan, S. Poghosyan, History of Armenia, Yerevan, 1975, p. 383/ 
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Armenian horsemen /Vardanank/,                                    Pedestrian Armenian warrior, 

       miniature, 5th c.                                           sculpture on the wall of Sourb Khach /Saint Cross/ 

                                                                                     Church, Akhtamar Island/, Van, 10th  c. 
 

     Summary:   Being situated between the East and the West the Armenian Highlands were 

in a convenient geographical position having a significant military importance. That is why 

the States and Empires, which wereformed in the neighbourhood of Armenia during 

millennia, aimed at ruling over Armenia.   Armenia, the country of Heaven, with its Alpine 

grasslands, mountainous pastures, forests, rivers and lakes attracted the attention of cattle-

breeding nomadic /Semitic, Turkish, Tatar, Kurdish/ peoples.  These tribes invaded Armenia 

for millennia as they wanted to own the pastures of our country.   Armenians were able to 

struggle for their independence for centuries, but there had been failures as well, which led 

to the rise of a wave of emigration among the Armenian population.  

   Social movements /Paulician, Tondrakian/ against the Byzantine Empire, all kinds of 

injustice and the church as well as natural disasters like earthquakes, drought, starvation, etc. 

became reasons for emigration. 

    It has already been mentioned that Byzantine Emperors, leading anti-Armenian policy, 

supported the movements and the emigration of Armenians (especially those of military 

servicemen) to the suburbs of the Byzantine Empire. The main aim of this policy was to 

weaken Armenia.  Armenians used to be good soldiers and they protected the boundaries of 

both the Roman and the Byzantine Empires. They also took part in military expeditions, 

organized by Roman /Byzantine/ emperors. During those expeditions they communicated 

with tribes and people living in Europe.  In the Ancient World the Armenian cavalry 

/ayrudzi այրուձի/ was well known.   According to the above mentioned fact Armenian 

detachments left the Roman and Byzantine armies because they didnot want to take part in 

their invasions. They settled in new territories in the neighbourhood of tribes who had 

already been living there. There are many facts about this both in Roman and European 

/German, English, French/ as well as Armenian written sources, according to which much 

important information is revealed about the relations between the European ancient tribes 

/Britons, Basques, Celts or Gauls, Germans, Franks/ and Armenia. We will further touch 

upon the European ancient written sources: legends, memories as well as the works of 

antique authors. 
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                                   Armenia  and  Germany 
 

   “The Annals” by the Roman historian Publius (Gaius) Cornelius Tacitus (50-120 A.D.) is an 

ancient written source about Germany and German tribes.  In this work questions referring 

to the origin of Germans and the geography of Germany are discussed. The historian also 

touches upon the ancient gods of German tribes, their traditions, lifestyle33, etc.  In the 

ancient German anthem the earthborn god Tuiston, whose son Mannus is the ancestor and 

forefather of the German people is glorified. Mannus had three sons, Ingvaeon, Irminon and 

Istaevon, and after their names were called the tribes living near the ocean (sea). Other 

sources reveal that Mannus had other sons, too, therefore more tribe names are mentioned, 

e.g.  Manimi, Suebi, Vandals, Zumi, “these are ancient, original names of tribes”.  Tacitus 

then writes “…and the name Germany is a new one and it wasn’t used before. Nowadays the 

Tungri tribe (former Germani) was the first to cross the river Rhine chasing and driving out 

the Gauls /probably II-I cc. B.C./.  Later the name of the winning tribe, Germani, became 

dominant referring to the people living on that territory”.34 

    The similarity of the following names should be noted: German /Herman, Erman/ and 

Arman /ar-man/, Armen /ar-men/.  Tacitus writes also about the military collisions  between 

the Roman and German tribes during which the military, political and humanistic 

praiseworthy character of the Germanic  Herusk /her=har=ar/ or Cherusci tribe leader 

Armini  /Arminius/  was revealed. 

    In the 5th c. A.D., conquering the territory between the Rhine and the Elbe rivers the 

Romans settled there and formed the Germania Province, but Germanic tribes led by 

Armini, the leader of the Herusk tribe, rebelled against the Romans.  Serving in the Roman 

cavalry, Armini received Roman citizenship by the orders of Emperor August, but he wanted 

to liberate Germany from the Romans. Taking advantage of the Roman general Varus’ 

confidence towards him Armini secretly organized a rebellion.   In the 9th  c.  A.D., during 

the Battle of Teutoburg Forest the German tribes, led by Armini defeated the Roman army, 

the commander of which was the above mentioned general Varus.  Then Armini was 

betrayed by some of his relatives, including his father-in-law Segestes, who collaborated 

with the Romans. Even in that situation Armini didn’t stop fighting. Segestes and Armini 

were enemies because the latter had married the daughter of Segestes while Segestes had 

promised his daughter to another man. That is why Segestes kidnapped his pregnant 

daughter, Arminis’ wife, and gave her to the Romans as a captive.35 Arminis’ son was born 

there and his name was Thumelic according to Strabo36.  Armini continued fighting against 

the Romans for about 12 years. Sometimes he was defeated but wasn’t conquered. After the 

Romans had left he tried to unite the Germanic tribes and mount the throne but his close 

relatives did not approve of that idea and they organized the murder of the 37-year-old 

Armini /II-I c. A.D/.  According to Tacitus, Armini is the warrior who liberated Germany 

and whose “heroism is glorified to the present day”.37 

 
33 Tacitus  C., The Annals, Nursery Stories,v. 1, L., 1969:  The origin of German people and their position in the 

world, p.  353-373 
34 Tacitus  C., The Annals v. 1, L., p. 354 
35 Tacitus  C., The Annals, v. 1, I, 55, 60, 58 
36  Strabo, VII, 1 
37Tacitus  C., The Annals, v. 1, 88 
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      Marble bust of Armini /supposedly/   Memorial to Armini in the 

           Rome, the Capitoline Museum      Teutoburg Forest 

 

Then in German medieval written sources it is also spoken about Armenian-German, particularly 

Armenian-Bavarian relations. The Crusade was of a new and special interest. During it in Cilician 

Armenia Germans /Bavarians/  met “people who spoke their language”,  which was Armenian.38 

      According to German written sources (XII c.)  Armenia was the Homeland (Stammland) of 

Bavarians.  In the 20th chapter of ’’Das Annolied’’ or the “Song of Anno” poem (1105-1126), which 

is dedicated to  Archbishop  Annoof  Cologne,  it is mentioned that Armenia is the original 

Homeland (Stammland) of Bavarians,  their “brave and trustworthy ancestral land”   and that they 

have come from Armenia. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

38Quitzmann E. A., Die alteste Geschichte der baiern bis zum Jahre 911, Braunschweig, 1873, S. 76;  Topakyan 

G.,  Die Bayerisch-Armenische stammessage, Hantess-Journal, 1987, p. 926 
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20  When Bavaria dared to rise against him,  
      he at once besieged the famous Regensburg.  
      Here he found  
      helmet and byrnie,  
 5   and many bold heroes  
      who were defending their city.  
      The heathen books tell  
      what kind of warriors were there:  
      there we read "Noricus ensis",  
 10  which means, "a Bavarian sword",  
      for they believed  
      that no other blade had a better bite,  
      often slicing through a helmet.  
     This was always a brave people.  
15 Their tribe came long ago  
     from the magnificent Armenia,  
      where Noah came out of the ark  
      when he received the olive twig from the dove.  
     The remains of the ark  
 20  are still to be found in the highlands of Ararat.  
      It is said that in those parts  
      there are still those who speak German,  

 
                                                              /http://www.dunphy.de/Medieval/Annolied/  

 

    According to the above mentioned it becomes clear that there were ancient pagan 

manuscripts, which, unfortunately, have not been preserved, but they have served 

asimportant sources for many authors.  It's of special interest to note that in ancient written 

sources the ''Noricus ensis'' (Norikyan sword) is presented and explained as the ''Bavarian 

sword'', which is not correct because it refers to the name of the Norikyan dynasty, which 

was well known in Austria.  That country was also called Norik /Norikyan/ in the past. The 

territory, situated in  the southern part of the Danube River,  is called Norik by Tacitus.39 

       Chronologically, “Das Annolied’’ is followed by “Vita Altmanni episcope Pataviensis'', 

another sourcewritten in 1125-1141 and bearing the name of Bishop Altmanni (1065-1076).  

In that work it is described how anobleman named Bawarus came from Armenia with a large 

number of people, settled there andcalled that country Bavaria after his name.40  That work 

testifies about Norikus (Norik), the son of Hercules, and about the country called in his 

honour, the country of Norikus. 

      The book “Kaiserchronik’’, written by a group of authors in Regensburg in 1147-1170, 

also testifies about Julius Caesar's German invasions /1st c. B.C./, the heroic struggle of 

German tribes as well as about Armenia as the ancestral Homeland of Bavarians.41 
  
315. Das Schwert sclug man feste durch den Helm, 

 
39 Tacitus C., The Annals, v. 1, 98 
40 Wilhelm  Wattenbach, Vita Altmanni episcope Pataviensis, 1856, S, 237;  Topakyan G., Die Bayerisch-

Armenische…, p. 927. 
41Hans Ferd. Massman, Der Keiser und kunige buoch oder die sogenannte Kaiserchronik, Quedinburgund 

Leipzig, 1849, s. 25-28:  Hans F. Nöhbauer, «Die Bajuwaren», Weltbild Verlag, Augsburg, 1990,  s. 15 
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 Demjenigen war sein Kampfeseirfer sehr groβ 
Das Geschlecht der Baiern, 
Hergekommen von Armenien, 
Wo Noah aus der Arche ging 
320. Und den Ölzweig von der Taube empfing, 
Die Spuren der Arche kann man noch sehen 
 Auf den Bergen, die da heißen Ararat. 
Den Sieg, den Julius [Casar] uber die Baiern gewann,  
 Den muβteer sehr bluting bezahlen.  
 
315. The sword was intensely striking the armor, 

        Some showed obstinate willpower, 

        The tribe of the Bavarians 

        Originated from Armenia 

        Where Noah left his lifesaver ark. 

320. When the dove returned to him with an olive leaf, 
         You can still see traces of the ark 
         On the mountain named Ararat 
         And Ceaser won his victory upon the Bavarians 
         At the cost of  blood.  

 

 

   As we see both “Das Annolied” and “Kaiserchronik” attest the same things. These facts 

allow us toassert that there actually were earlier written sources, which were used by the 

authors of the above mentioned poems.  In the 300th part of the poem “Das Annolied” some 

pagan rolls /heidnischen Buchern/ are recorded, which refer to the above mentioned events 

andprove thatwhat is said is true. 

    These ancient written sources show how bravely Armenian noblemen and warriorsfought 

against the Romans on the banks of the River Rhine. Let us not forget that this was during 

the time when Romans did their best to weaken powerful Armenia in the 1st c. B.C.  It was 

during the rule of  Tigran II, the Great (95-55 B.C.).  We may possibly ascertain that fighting 

in those areas Armenian noble men and warriors fought actually for Armenia itself. 

 

                                                
                                                        Tigran II,  the Great  (95-55  B.C.) 
 

     In the “Chronica Baioariorum” by priest Veit Arnpek (1492) also we come across 

linesabout Bavarians, their leader Bavarius and their Homeland Armenia. “Chronica 
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Baioariorum” is the most reliable source in Bavarian chronology. Veit Arnpek writes: 

“Baioarius mit seinem fraisamen volk hat seinen ursprung aus dem land Armenia und ist mit 

in ausgezogen mit grosser macht, und sind kommen in das land und funden darin 

paurenvolk, di sich nerten mit vischen und jagen der wilden thire, und ließen sich da nider 

und nennten das land nach irem fürsten und herfürer Bavaria” 42  - “Bavarius with his 

freedom longing people, (Armenians by origin) from Armenia reached this country where 

they found poor people who earned their daily bread by hunting and fishing. Settling here 

these people from Armenia called this country Bavaria in honour of their leader”.  

    According to this source there is another interesting information stating that noble 

Bavarius and his Armenian wife had 2 children: Bohem or Bohemud and Ingram (Ingramad, 

Ingramion), who came to Bavaria from Armenia with their mother.43  Furthermore,  writing 

about duke Noriks /Norikus, Norik/  Veit Arnpek considers that he is the son of Hercules 

/that subject will be discussed later/. He writes that Norik-Norikus founded the cities of 

Noriksberg, Nϋrnberg/Nurenberg/. After his death Bavarius became the leader of the 

territories that Norik-Norikus had invaded.  Later his sons Bohemud and Ingramad inherited 

that title. In the “History of Bavaria” /Chronica Baioariorum/ “Armenien und Herzog 

Naimes” /14th c./ there is much information about duke Naymes and noble Bavarius, who 

came from Armenia, settled in this country and called it Bavarius. Some other questions are 

also discussed there.44 

    Moreover, in «Bayrische Chronik» chronology /1517-1526/ by Johannes Turmair (J. 

Aventinus) information is given about the name Bohemund.  It is mentioned in antique 

books that Bohemia (now Czech Republic) was also called Herminia, which equates with 

Armenia.  Like Bavaria-Bavarius, Herminia-Armenia was renamed Bohemia after the name 

of the nobleman Bohem.  According to another version the name Bohemia has come from 

the Celtic tribe name Boiev.45  It should also be mentioned that in written sources the name 

of the Bavarian leader is sometimes transformed into Baioarius, Bavarius, also Bayr, Bavarus, 

Baurus, Boius, and Pavarus46,   while Norixinto Norikus, Norika and Norikum.47 

   Early medieval written sources continue touching upon Armenia and the relations 

between Armenians and Bavarians. Quoting Bobiens, an unknown historian, Vincenz Pol 

/from Folhauzen/ writes in 1776:  “During the Crusade, Emperor Frederick I met Bavarian 

speaking people in Armenia /Cilician Armenia/”. «Kaiser Friedrich Lobesam sei bei seinem 

Kreuzzug in Armenien auf Volker getroffen, die bairisch sprachen»48. 

    According to this fact it can be stated that in the XII-XIII cc. Bavarians still spoke their 

native language, Armenian, and they communicated with Cilician Armenians in that 

language. That was during the third Crusade (1189-1192) led by the German Emperor 

Frederick I, Philip II of France and Richard I of England (Richard the Lionheart). At that 

time the head of Cilician Armenia was Levon II, who was promised by Frederick to be 

 
42 Veit. Arnpeck, Sämtliche Chroniken, 1969, 10: Hans F. Nöhbauer, «Die Bajuwaren», Weltbild Verlag, 

Augsburg, 1990, s.  
43  Veit Arnpeck, «Chronica Baioariorum» /«History of  Bavarian Territory»,  34, 1971, p. 200 
44  Von Georg R. Spohn, “Armenien und Herzog Naimes”; Zeitschrift für Bayerische Landesgeschichte / ZBLG 

History of Bavarian Territory /, seite 185-210,   ZBLG 34 /1971  
45  Wikipedia, Celts 
46 Veit  Arnpeck, Sämtliche Chroniken, 1969, 10, notes 
47  Veit  Arnpeck, in the same place 
48  Hans F. Nöhbauer, «Die Bajuwaren», Weltbild Verlag, Augsburg, 1990,  s. 19 
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recognized king of Cilician Armenia in case the Armenians helped him. Unfortunately, 

Frederick was drowned in 1190 in Selevka, one of the rivers of Cilician Armenia.  

 

 
Cilician Armenia,XII-XIV cc. 

http://www.armeniapedia.org/images/8/86/124kilikia1199-1375.gif 

 

In 1198 Frederick’s son, Henry VI,  the new Emperor of the Germans, recognized Levon II as 

king of Cilician Armenia /1150-1219/, and sent him a crown.49   By the way, Naymes was the 

ancestor of Frederick50 and it is obvious that the following names have the same root:  Norik-

Noriks-Naymes.  

 

 
49 Cilicia is the continuation of the Armenian Highlands in the west.   It is in the north-eastern part of the 

Mediterranean Sea.  It was always situated in Armenian cultural areal.  Researchers /J. Parch, E. Markvart, H. 

Manandyan/ consider Cilicia /Kitsvatna/ an ancient Arian territory /H. Manandyan “An Examining Theory of 

the History of Armenians”, Y., 1977, v. 1, p. 25/.  The volcanic country Arimayis mentioned in the “Iliad” by 

Homer is said to be situated in the surroundings of Mount Argaeus in Cilicia, and Arims, people who lived 

there, are identified as Armens (Armenians).  It is worth remembering that one of the heroes in the works of 

Plato  Er Armenios was also from Cilicia   /Pomphylia/  /Plato “The Republic”, M., 1929,  p. 614/. 

The archaeological material, uncovered in Cilicia, dates back to the VI-V millennia B.C. / Mersin, Tarsus/.  

They are similiar with the material uncovered in Neolithic Island Hill,  Mashtots Hill and other monuments of 

Ararat Valley. The ancient written sources /Hititian, Hurian/ testify that Cilicia /Kitsvatna/ was populated with 

Hurians /hur-har-ar=Armenians/  in the III-II millennia B.C.   After the collapse of Huri-Mitani /the half of the 

13th c./  Cilicia was under the rule of Hatti, then Ararat-Urartu,  then the Achaemenid   Persian Empire. 

Romans conquered Cilicia in the beginning of the 1st c. B.C.   In the middle of the 1st c. B.C. during the rule of 

Tigranes the Great Cilicia once again formed a part of Armenia. Later Cilicia became a part of the Roman and 

then of the Byzantine  Empires.  In the middle of the 11th c. Armenian noblemen lead by Ruben formed the 

Cilician Armenian Kingdom in the western part of the Euphrates River. The first kings of Cilician Armenia 

belonged to the Rubenyan /Rubinyan/ family. Cilician Armenia existed until 1375 /about 300 years/.  

50Topakyan G., Die Bayerisch-Armenische…,p. 933 

http://www.armeniapedia.org/images/8/86/124kilikia1199-1375.gif
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                    The king of Armenia Levon II   /Cilician Armenia/ 

 

Armenia and Armenian origin of Bavarius, Norik-Noriks-Naymes and the origin of other 

Bavarian noblemen as well as Bavaria and other questions were discussed in “Chronik Von 

Den Fürsten Aus Bayern” by Hans Ebran von Wildenberg, / 2nd half of the 15th c./, Ulrich 

Füetrer, “Bayerische Chronik”  and by other authors.   It’s interesting to note  that in the 18th 

c. on the patrimonial flag of the representatives of German noble family Aretin /Harutyun/ 

(Armenian by origin) was depicted Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark.51  On the flag the letters 

P.D.P.A. were written, which are deciphered as Propter Deum, Propter Armenia- meaning 

in the name of God, in the name of Armenia. This statement expresses Armenian national 

ideology which calls forthe great lovethe Arretins cherished towards Armenia. 

    In Armenian written sources we also find facts about Armenians' settlingin Germany. 

Thus, in one of the medieval Armenian folk songs / 15thc. / we read: 

 
Տրդատ եւ սուրբն Գրիգոր 

Եկան հիւր եղան հռոմայ, 

Չորս հարիւր մարդ անդ թողին, 

Ալամանք կոչեցան նոքայ52: 

 

                           Trdat and Saint Grigor  

                           Came and were hosted in Rome, 

                           Four hundred people died there, 

                          And they were called Alamans /Germans/. 

 

  It is known that Alemanni were German tribes /l-r al-man=ar-man/ and they played an 

important role in the formation of Germans. In another source it is written: ''Emperor 

Constantine asks Armenian King Trdat and Saint Grigor tօ give him 300 handsome men in 

order to settle them in Lower Germany. Thus an opinion has been formulated that Germans 

are the descendents of Armenians''.   “Kaiser Konstantin bittet Trdat und den hl. Krikor um 

dreihundert schötarfere Männer, um sie im “unteren Germanien” anzusiedeln”53:   

    So according to ancient and medieval German written sources the ancestral Homeland of 

one of the main German tribes, the Bavarians, is ''brave'' and ''loyal or trust worthy'' 

Armenia. 

 
51Erwin v. Aretin, Promemoria, Göttingen, 1912. Topakyan G., Die Bayerisch-Armenische…,p. 926 
52Mnatsakanyan A., Armenian Medieval Folk Songs, Y., 1956, p. 275 
53  Yean Dardeli, Armenian Chronology, Saint Petersburg, 1891, p. 5,; Topakyan G., Die Bayerisch-

Armenische…,p. 937 
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  A number of publications (some excerpts) of German medieval written sources (published 

in different years) give information about Bayr-Bavarus, Naymes-Noriks  /Norik/, 

Bohemund, Ingremand as well as about their Homeland Armenia and new Motherland 

Bavaria. 

 
 

  
                                                                Afbeelding uit de Latijnse Vita Annonis, Siegburg ca. 1183. 
                                                          Darmstadt, Hessische Landes-und Hochschulbibliothek, Hs. 945, fol. iv. 
                                                                                    Anno met de vijf hem gestichte kloosters 
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The Song of Roland, an Epic Poem 

    The European famous epic poem “The Song of Roland” was written in the IX-XI cc. on the 

basis ofearlier historical events /VIII-IXcc./ during the reign of Charlemagne /Charles the 

Great, 768-814/. In the epic poem we read about how the last regiment of king Charles’ 

army, led by the king’s relative, count Roland (he had just returned to France from Spain 

after 7 years of triumphant invasion) was attacked by Saracens (Arabian tribes, Moors) in the 

Roncesvalles Gorge of the Pyrenees Mountains.Roland, together with his foster brother 

Oliver as well as with other peers and famous noblemen, fought bravely, but was defeated 

and killed.  Roland's stepfather Ganelon has to share some of the blame fortheir defeat as 

feeling envious of Roland, he had collaborated with Moor Marsile, the king of Saragossa. 

Charles took revenge for Roland’s and others' death by defeating the innumerable army of 

the Muslims (Moors) and by killing Ganelon too.  

     The Prototype of Roland was Hruodland, the prefect of the French Breton, who was 

killed during the Basques attack in 778.54  Later, in some other versions of the epic poem, 

referring to the Crusade, the Christian Basques were replaced by Muslim Moors. It’s 

interesting to note that in the legends of Basques the stories connected with Roland have 

been preserved.  They tell that Charlemagne with his troop came to conquer Navarre and 

Roland was the commander of his infantry regiment. The inhabitants of one of Navarre 

villages gathered together in the church hoping to be protected as they had known about 

Franks’ invasion. But Charlemagne ordered to pull down the church and kill the people. 

Roland, being a strong and tall warrior, tried to show his power by ruining the church with 

one stroke of a stone. He tore off a huge rock from the mountain, but while trying to throw 

it on the church, he stumbled and rolling down with the stone reached the village gates 

anddied there. The stone can still be seen at the gate of Uros village.  The peasants still keep 

this stone to show their power to the enemies and conquerors of Basques.55 

    “The Song of Roland” epic poem was spread in Europe even in the Middle Ages. It was 

translated and redrafted in many European languages:  English, German, Italian, Spain, Altic 

and Scandinavian languages. The German version, ascribed to Konrad der Pfaffe (Conrad the 

Priest) and written in the XII c. (1170)  is the best known one.  That version of the epic poem 

testifies about brave Naymes, Charlemagne's fellow-traveller, an Armenian nobleman and 

duke of Bavaria, who was killed in the Battle of Roncevaux /Ronseval/.   Appreciating the 

bravery and loyalty of  Naymes, Charlemagne considered Naymes a  ''godsent prize (or 

reward) '' for him. 

7787. Naimes ist im  Kampfgewandt, 
          Hohe Zier von Baierlant. 
          Es ward von Gott mir teure Gabe, 
         daß ihn zum Kämpfen habe. 
          Aus dem getreuen Armenien geboren  
          die Baigere hab  ich selbst erkoren 
          zu dem auserwählten Streiten 
          zwanzigtausend soll er leiten .  
          Mit ihren scharfen Schwertern 

 
54The Song of Roland'', Y., 1991, footnote 104, translated by H. Bakhchinyan 
55Basques legends, Y., 1996, p. 118-120, translated by V. Sargsyan 
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       Sollen sie den Sieg erhärten. 
        Sie kaufen ihn viel  sehr 
        Kühners Volk war nimmermehr56. 
 
                                      Das Rolandslied des Pffafen Konrad 
 

7787.  Naymes began to struggle 

 In Bavarian outfit. 

 His action was an award by God. 

 He was from Armenia. 

             He leaded twenty thousand soldiers 

 With his outfit 

In decisive battles. 

They won  

With their sharp swords 

Because of that  

Those brave people /the enemy/ don’t exist any longer.  
 
 

In another version we read: 

7790. Naimes,  der Recke,  
          Ist eine  Zierde  Baierns. 
         Gott hat mich nicht  vergessen,  
         Er hat ihn mir als Kämpfer gesandt,  
          der  von  den treuen  Armeniern  abstammt57. 

7790.  The brave Naymes /began to struggle/ 

 In Bavarian outfit. 

 The God didn’t forget me 

 Sending him as a soldier for me 

 Who was from loyal Armenia. 

 

According to the above mentioned Bavarian ancient written sources Naymes/also Noriks, 

Norikusand Norik/ was the son of Hercules or he was a descendant of the latter’s generation, 

which explains why Bavarians were called Norikyan and their country as well as their capital 

were called  Nora,  Norikum58. 

 

 

 

 
56Richard  Ed. Ottmann, Pffafe Konrad, Rolandslied, Reclam, 1891,Topakyan  G., Die Bayerisch-Armenische…, 
57Das Rolandslied  des  Pffafen Konrad, Mittelhochdeutsch Neuhochdeutsch, Reclam 
58Topakyan G., Die Bayerisch-Armenische…,p. 927, 930-932 
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                                  Armenia  and  Britain 
 

    The ancient name of the British Isles is Albion. This name is considered to have Celtic 

origin that was used by ancient Greeks. Ptolemy (90-168) has also written about Albion in 

his works.  There is also another viewpoint that the name Albion has derived from the white 

cliffs found in the south-eastern part of the island and means “white country”.    ''The Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle'', written by the order of Alfred the Great, king of England, in the IX c. is 

an ancient national document about the people living there.   It records:   ''And here are in 

the island five peoples: English, Brito-Welsh, Scottish, Pictish and Book-Latin. The first ones 

to inhabit this land were the Britons: they came from Armenia, and first settled in the 

southward of Britain’’.59 

 

 
 

Manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 

 
59The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle,   /Part 1: AD 1 – 748/ 
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    In one of the 15th century manuscripts (Jehan de Wavrin, Anciennes et nouvelles 

chroniques d’Angleterre (c 1470-c 1480), British Library)  the meeting of the king of England 

Richard II  /1337-1399/  with the last king of Cilician Armenia Levon VI  /1374-1375/  in the 

Royal Court of England in Westminster is depicted. The last several kings of Cilician 

Armenia led a policy in favour of Europe for which they becameenemies of neighbouring 

Muslim countries.   In 1375, with a large number of his army the Sultan of Egypt attacked 

and conquered the capital of Cilicia, Sis, and the Cilician Kingdom of Armenia came to an 

end. Thedethroned king Levon VI visited a number of European countries, including 

England, to discuss the situation and to ask for assistance. The monarchs of all the countries 

he visited met him with royal honors, but didnot make any encouraging promises.60.  It was 

during the period of the Hundred Years’ War /1337-1453/, with some intervals, between 

England and France. Levon VI also visited those countries with the intention of preventing 

the escalation of the war between France and England. He thought that both countries could 

not help Cilicia if  the war continued. 

 

                                   
 

The meeting of Richard II and Levon VI in the Royal Court of England, miniature  
https://www.facebook.com/historyofar/photos/a, History of Armenia 

 

 
601. It is known that in 1383 John I of Castile gave Madrid, Ciudad Real and Adukharicities with their 

surrounding territories for life to Armenian king Levon VI.   The incomes of those cities would provide a regal 

life for King Levon VI.  John I of Castile helped the Armenian king to return to his Kingdom, giving him six 

military and six ordinary ships with their crews. The French king Carlos VI,  too,  met Levon VI  in  Paris with 

royal honors. The Armenian king was respected in the French royal palace. He even tried to reconcile England 

with France, convincing them not to fight against each other. To that end he visited England, where as afore 

mentioned, he was met by Richard II. The last king of Cilician Armenia, Levon VI, died in 1393 and was buried 

in Saint Denis Temple in Paris. 

 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/historyofar/photos/a
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Armenian cavalier /horseman/,XIII-XIV cc. Cilician Armenia 

/Gh. Alishan,1885, p. 487/ 

 

At the end of the XVIII c. after studying ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle'' in detail, Richard 

Powell, an English researcher, considered it true that the Brits were Armenians by origin and 

in his conclusion he used the expression Armenian Brits.61 

  Furthermore, having studied the history of Armenia and the Armenian language, the 

English poet Lord George Gordon Byron (1788-1824), stated that “Paradise was placed in 

Armenia.”.62 
 

61 See Danielyan E. L.,“Progressive British Figures’ Appreciation ofArmenia’s civilizational Significance”, 

Versusthe Falsified “ Ancient Turkey” Exhibit In The British Museum, Yerevan, 2013, pp.  36-46, 109. 
62Armenians, the Armenian language and Armenian culture play a special role in the literary heritage of 

English poet George Gordon Byron (1788-1824). In 1816, visiting “Saint Lazarus of the Armenians” (a small 

island in Venice) and seeing their devotion to their nation, the poet decided to study the Armenian language 

and history. With the help of one of the Mechitarist Congregation members H. Avgeryan Byron learned 

Armenian. The poet wrote in his letters: “… it’s a rich language... that is worth studying in detail, during 

which… the learning hardships are completely compensated”. /Тհ. Мооге. The Life, Letters and Journals of 
Lord Bayron, London, John Murrey, 1908, p. 329/. 
   Byron and Avgeryan together wrote and published an English-Armenian and an Armenian-English 

dictionary. In the preface of the Armenian-English grammatical manual Byron's warm attitude towards 

Armenians and their culture is expressed. In the preface Byron wrote: ''In 1816 arriving in Venice like other 

travellers  I was also interested in the Congregation in Saint  Lazarus friary.'' These people (the Mechitarists) are 

clergymen of an oppressed but noble nation, expelled and enslaved like the Jews and the Greeks.  However, 

they didnot isolate themselves like the Jews and didnot have servility like the Greeks. These people became 

rich without oppressing others... It must be difficult to find a nation who has witnessed so many evil deeds like 

the Armenians... But in spite of their unfortunate destiny their country will forever be one of the interesting 

countries in the world... and their language needs a more detailed study...  

   If we trust the Bible, Heaven or Paradise was located in Armenia.  It was there that the dry land was seen 

after the Flood and Noah's dove flew back.  But hardly had Heaven disappeared when misfortunes began. Being 

a powerful kingdom for a long time, later that independent country, where God had created man in his image, 

was turned into a desert by Persian satrapis and Turkish pashas. ''./Тհ. Мооге. The Life, Letters andJournals of 
Lord Byron, London, John Murrey, 1908, p. 336, 337; ''Beauties of English Poets'', «Ի թղթոց Լորտ Պավրընի», 
(Armenian and English, Venice, Saint Lazarus, 1852, p. IV— IX. A. Bekaryan “Byron and the Mechitarists”, 1988, 
http://hpj.asj-oa.am/4955/1/1988-2(34).pdf. 
  As we see Byron speaks about Armenians’ noble character, spiritual culture, language and history with special 

warmth. 

 

http://hpj.asj-oa.am/4955/1/1988-
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  In the Middle Ages Englishmen continued to consider Armenia as the salvation country for 

the survivors of the Flood.  Among the Bible illustrations, published in London in 1599, we 

can see Noah’s Ark on Mount Ararat after the Flood with Armenia at the bottom, where a 

new society is reborn and spread towards the European, Asian and African continents. 

 

 
“Noah’s Ark”, Bible illustration, published in 1599  in London 

 

    But in the 2nd half of the 19th c. the powerful countries began to ignore the interests of 

Armenia because of the new political situation in international relations.  This is reflected in 

historiography as well.  In the 1st half of the 19th c.the English scholar James Ingram 

translated ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle'' into modern English without changing the original 

text. However, the translation was later published withdistorted explanations by another 

researcher, Dr. Jaylis. Feeling skeptical about the idea that the ''Brits have come from 

Armenia'', the latter expressed the opinion that the IX century authors wrote ''Armenia'' 

instead of ''Armorika'' by mistake.  Based on this idealater publishers of “The Anglo-Saxon 

Chronicle’’ changed intentionally the original text, and wrote that the ''Brits came from 

Armorika''.  Much importance was not given to the fact that this new ''explanation'' was 

made in the 19th c.   In 1861, the English historian B. Thorpe published the first volume of 

the 4 volumes of ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’’. /Benjamin Thorpe, The Anglo-Saxon 

Chronicle, Vol. I, Original Texts, London, 1861/. Writing about the people living in England 

Thorpe reiterated what was written in ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’’, but in the footnote of 

the publication he added that the Brits have not come from Armenia.  Rather, they have 

come from Breton, which used to be called Armorika /Armor, north-western part of France/. 

    In 1953 ''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’’ was republished, where the footnote ‘‘correction’’ 

was already typed in the text /these “corrections” will be discussed later/.  In both cases the 

facts were distorted and Armenia was turned into Armorika /by the way in the word 

Armorika the stem Ar should be underlined/. 

   Thus, while according to the original text (9thc.)  “The first inhabitants of the island were 

Brits who came from Armenia”, a 1000 years later, in the 2nd half of the XIX c., a scholar 

named Dr. Jaylis expressed the opinion, without sufficient facts, that instead of Armenia we 
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should read Armorika.  In such a case we cannot but refer to the Bible again, published in 

England in 1599, where Armenia is represented as the country of Salvation and Renaissance. 

    Let us touch upon another supposition referring to the name ''England''. The similarities 

found in the names England and Arzanene region of Greater Armenia /Angel Tun/ allow us 

to draw some interesting conclusions. The center of Angel Tun is Anggh /Angl/ the town-

fortress. Angegh (griffon-anggh) was an Armenian ancient bird-like angel god 63 that 

connected earthly and heavenly lives, and its worshiping center was the province of 

Anghegh Tun (Angel tun). The name of the province comes from the Angegh /Angel/ god's 

name.  In the 4thc. the province was also known under the name of Angelene /Roman 

pronunciation/.64   Are the names Angegh/Angel connected with the tribe name of Angl and 

the name England?   Let us not forgetthat Armenians used to write and pronounce England 

as Angghia. There are no accidental similarities,  so it is completely probable that the tribe 

name Angl and the name England are connected with the name of Armenian Anggh/Angel 

tun province. 

   Let us now refer to the French Bretons that are seperated from the English Brits by the La 

Manche Channel. The settlement Armorika /Ar-morika/ is located in the French Breton. 

Thereexists a historical lighthouse there named Armen and a city named Van. Studying the 

Breton-Armenian vocabulary, one can assert that numerous words in Breton and Armenian 

have the same meaning and pronunciation: 
 

Breton Armenian 

 

aba ապա-apa 

Arvor աղվոր-aghvor 

Aspadenn ավերակ-averak, ասպատակել-aspatakel 

Aspedus ասպետ-aspet 

Arzh արջ-arj 

Asa ասա (exclamatory)-asa 

Askoan այսքան-ayskan 

Adkoan այդքան-aydkan 

Askorn ոսկոր-voskor 

Astr աստղ-astgh 

Arz արծն-arstn 
65 

 

 
63Sebeos, History, Y., 2005,  p. -15, 55, History of the Armenian People, Y., 1971, v. -1, p.-484 
64Armenian Soviet  Encyclopydia, v.-1, Y., 1974, p.-379   /article by  S. Yeremyan/ 
65Read about French Breton in the web page of Komitas archimandrite Hovnanyan. Pocket dictionary of 

Armenian, Venice, 1865, p.-159 
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The image of bird-like griffon Angegh /Angel/ deity on the stone obelisk  

/Portasar archaeological site/ 

    Unfortunately, the French Bretons donot have preserved written sources which could 

verifytheir Armenian origin, but the similarity of names that are still used, other similarities 

in the Armenian and the Breton languages as well as the mention of the fact thatthe ancient 

inhabitants of the British Isles, the Brits, had come from Armenia, allow us to assert that 

French Bretons have also come from Armenia. 
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                                Armenia  and  the  Celts  /Gauls/ 
 

    Coming to Europe, the Celts settled in the central and western vast territories of that 

continent; in almost all the European countries: France, Spain, Germany, Italy, England, 

Belgium, Irland, etc. They were called Keltoi by the Greeks, galli and gallatian by the 

Romans.  In Armenian literature they are called the gauls (gaghiatsi).  Celts are also known 

under the names of Caul and Gaul.  According to a widely spread viewpoint, the ancestors of 

the Celts have come to Central Europe from the Black Sea coastal areas.  But another opinion 

states that the Celtes are the natives of the territories situated in the middle stream areas of 

the Rhein and the Danube Rivers /since the 7thc. B.C./.  Later in the 6thc. B.C. the Celtic 

tribes moved to the West inhabiting the modern territories of France, Spain and  Britain. The 

Celtes of France /also of Belgium and Switzerland/ were called Gauls by the Romans and 

their territory was called Gaul /Latin: Gallia/. 

 

 
The Historical Atlas of Celtic Culture/ (p. 1420) 

 

    In the IV c. B. C. began their shifts towards the East and other places. Some researchers 

consider Armenia (northern parts of Armenia) to be the ancestral Homeland of the Celts. If 

this is the case Celtic tribes might supposedly have moved towards the West (today’s 

territories of France and Belgium) by way of the Black Sea andthe Danube River. In 390-387 

B.C. the Celts crossed the Apennine Mountains and conquered Rome.  In the 3rd c. B.C., 

reaching Asia Minor, they settled in the western bend of the Halys River Basin, where they 

were called galats by the Romans. In Asia Minor they founded the State of Galatia 

(Cappadocia, Phrygia, Central Anatolia) with Ancyra being its centre (ancient Hittitian 

Hattusa, now Ankara). Armenian historians, Movses Khorenatsi /5th c./ and Movses 

Kaghankatvatsi /7th c./ have written about the Celtes (Galatians) in their works. M. 

Khorenatsi writes that Galatian troops and their Eastern regiment led by Vahan Amatuni 

were sent to Atrpatakan by the Romans to protect the country from the Persian king.66  

Movses Kaghankatvatsi, on the other hand, writes about the origin of the Celtes and the 

Galatians mentioning that they are the descendents ofJapheth’s son Magog.67 

 

 
66Movses Khorenatsi, 1981, p. 313 
67Movses Kaghankatvatsi, “History of Aghuank”, Y., 1969,  p. 2  
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  The Celtic tribes practiced farming and cattle-breeding. Craftsmanship (the making of 

pottery, glass and bronze objects)  and trade were also developed.  The Celts worshiped the 

tree of life /oak tree/.  Celtic /also Irish/ crosses witness about their nation’s cultural 

connection with Armenia. Their circular   Sun-like discs and plaited patterns remind us of 

Armenian ornaments and crosses /later cross-stones/  of pre-Christian and Christian times. 

    Some heroes in the Celtic mythology have the following names  Er, Eriy /Eriu/, Eremon68 

which are similar to Armenian names. Irish Celts used to be called Ériu /now Éire/. The 

name Ériu is very close to the tribeand country name of Eria/ini/ that was carved in Rusa I’s 

cuneiform inscription uncovered in the Tsovinar village, located on the banks of Lake Sevan. 

Eria/ini/   is mentioned alongside with the tribeand settlement name Uelkuni.  

 

                                             
      Irish cross-stone         Celtic cross-stone             Armenian cross-stone              Armenian cross-stone  

 

    Let us now refer to an ancient Irish legend that allows us to see the connection between 

Armenia and Ireland.   According to that legend Ireland was conquered by a group of 

warriors /or adventurers/, who won the war against god Danu’s tribe, who used tolive there. 

Among the newly arrived people were two brothers (or a father and a son in another 

version) named Ire and Eremon. Ire was proclaimedking of that country. Later the country 

was called Ireland in his honour.69  In the legend the newly arrived people were from Greece 

but the names Ireland and Eremon allow us to say that their ancestral  Homeland was 

Armenia /the newly arrived people, leaving Armenia, may have settled in Greece first and 

later moved toIreland/.  It is worth remembering that in other stories the heroes /Bavarius, 

Norikus and Slavs/ were the sons of Hercules. Armenian-Irish cultural /cross-stones, 

architectural elements/, ritual, worshipping and other similarities have attracted the 

attention of many researchers. 

   An eminent orientalist and Armenologist Nicholay Mar (1864-1934), having studied 

European and Minor Asian mythological traditions has mentioned that ''In Europe 

mythological traditions were preserved by the Celts, who lived in the Armenian Got-tan or 

Kol-ten  (Գողթն-Goghtn) region''.70  The above mentioned is also stated in the “Flammarion 

Dictionary of the French Language”, where the following is written about the Gauls:  “Les 

Gaulois sont installes sur le territoire actuel de la France relativement tard, vers 500 av.  J. C. 

Originaire de Boheme ou de Baiere, ils parlaient une langue indo-europeenne de type 

celtique (comme le Breton ou le gaelique)’ (“The Gauls have settled in today’s France 

 
68 Mythology of the World Nations, M., 1988, v. I, p. 54, 1991, v. II, p. 636 
69 Quiggin E.C., Encyclopedica Britanica 13 ch Ed, 1926, Ireland; Kavoukjian M., The Origin of the Names 

Armen and Hay and Urartu, Beirut, 1973, p. 365-366 
70 Mar  N., Caucasian Cultural World and Armenia, Y., 1995, p. 122 
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relatively late,  in about 500 B.C.,  They came from Bohemia or Bavaria. They spoke one of 

the Indo-European languages, Celtic, which is similar  to  Breton or  Gaelic”.)71 

    We see that according to this information Gauls came from Bavaria and spoke Celtic, like 

Breton /Brits/. 

    Martiros Kavoukjian, an Armenian intellectual, has also studied the ancient relations 

between Celtic tribes and Armenia. Comparing a number of words in the Indo-European 

language families, he has suggestedthat the ancestors of Celtic (Welsh), Cornish and Breton 

speaking peopleshave lived inplaces (in their ancestral Indo-European Homeland), where the 

words beginning with [v] were changed to [g]:  e.g.  gini (գինի-wine in Armenian,  Indo-

European root: voinio/voino, Cimmerian  gwin),  gueghts (փափագ-gland/wish in 

Armenian, Ind.-Eur. root: vel,  old Cornish-guell, Breton-guell),  gueghmn (ալիք- 

wool/wave in Armenian, Ind.-Eur. root: vel/vol, Cimmerian-gwlan, Cornish-gluan, Breton-

gloan), garun (գարուն-spring in Armenian, Ind.-Eur. root: vēsr/vēr, old Cimmerian-

guiannuin, Cornish-guaintoin) and other words were pronounced with [g] not with [v]. The 

same is in Armenian72.   Making use of comparative linguistic methods /borrowings, Indo-

European original roots/ Kavoukjian suggested that the ancestral Homeland of Celtic 

languages was situated in the north-eastern part of the Armenian Highlands along the upper 

stream of the Kur River and on the territory of  Chldr-Sevan Lakes. 

 

 
 

The Homeland of Celtic tribes/M. Kavoukjian, 2010, p. 30/ 
 

   Among the inscriptions of Ararat-Urartu kings, Argishti I /786-764 B.C./, Sarduri II /764-

735 B.C./ and Rusa I /735-713 B.C./, we come across the Gulutahi, Uelikuni, Uelikuhi 

toponymic names as the western locations andsouthern coastal areas of Lake Sevan /mark 

that those names are also tribe names/.73 G. Ghapantsyan thinks that the name Uelikuniis still 

 
71Dictionnaire Flammarion de la langue française, Paris, 1999, p. IV, /translated by Komitas archimandrite 

Hovnanyan/ 
72 Kavoukjian M., Studies about Armenian Ancient History, Y., 2010, the Homeland of Celtic Tribes and Celtic-

Caucasian Connections, p.  301-304 
73Melikishvili G., Urartian Cuneiform Inscriptions, M., 1960, p. 266 
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preserved in the south-western territory of Lake Sevan in the form of Gegharkuni 

/Gegharkunik/74.  Researcher S. Petrosyan is also sure of this point of view.75   M. Kavukjian 

states that in Armenian [v], [u]or [w] is changed into [g], Uelikuni-Gegharkuni.76 

   According to historian M. Khorenatsi, one of the Armenian forefathers named Gegham 

/Gegh-am=ma/ lived at the ''seashore'' behind the mountain in the north-eastern part of the 

country.  The mountain was called Gegh after his name along with the country as well as the 

''sea'' Gegharkuni77/ the Gegharkunyats Sea, Lake Sevan/. The country (Gegharkuni), the 

mountain /Gegh/, the sea /gegharkuni/ as well as the tribe have the same stem [gegh] /Uel-

Wel/ in them.  Among the Black Sea coastal area tribes, G. Ghapantsyan singles out the 

«gegh-uel» tribe, the Uelikuni-Gegharkuni country and the forefather named Gegham, after 

whom the tribe was called, allowing us to consider that the Welch /Wel-ch/ tribe could have 

preserved its tribe and ancestral Homeland's name Uelikuni /Gegharkuni/.78  Thus, we may 

presume that the Uelikuhi, Uelikuni /Geghakuni, Gegharkuni/ and Gulutahi settlements of 

the Armenian Highlands had been the original homelands ofthe Uel-Wel /Guel/ and Gul 

/Gol/ tribes. It is probable to consider alsothat the Uelikuni - Gulutahi country, including in 

its boundaries the Gegh /Geghama/ Mountain Range, was the original Homeland of the 

tribes, which were called Celtes by the Greeks and Gauls, Galat by the Romans.79 

   Hence wemay assert that during several shifts in the II-I millenia B.C., the Celtic tribes 

known as the Celts or the Gauls were spread throughout Europe contributing greatly to the 

formation of European civilization and culture. Leaving their Homeland they brought with 

them both spiritual /worship of gods, the Sun, and the trees, traditions and rites/ and material 

values / bronze and iron processing, founding of new settlements and architecture skills/, 

which attest to the similarities and relations between ancient Armenian-Celtic cultural 

values. We should also bear in mind the similarities in the names and meanings of the 

ancient monuments (observatories) of Karahunj in Armenia (middle of the 5th millennium 

B.C.) and Stonehenge in Britain /middle of the 3rd millenium. B.C./, noting that «kar» in 

Armenian means «stone», while «hunj» and «henge» are very close in their pronunciation. 

They also attest to the ancient connection between the Armenian Highlands and Celtic 

tribes.80 

 
74Kapantsyan G., Historical-linguistic meanings of Toponymic Names in Ancient Armenia, Y., 1940,  p. 22 
75Petrosyan S., The Unions of the Black Sea Coastal Areas in the North-East of the Armenian Highlands, VI-V 

cc. B. C., HPJ, 1976, N1 
76Kavoukjian M., The Homeland of the Celtic Tribes..., p.307 
77Movses Khorenatsi, 1981, p. 51 
78Ghapantsyan G., History of Urartu, Yerevan, 1940, p. 182,187 
79Kavoukjian M.,, the Homeland of Celtic tribes…, p. 306 
80Let us mention a recently made study. An English geneticist Stephen Oppenheimer in his 2006 book “The 

origins of the British” discusses the viewpoint that the ancient inhabitants of the British Isles, the Scottish 

people, the Welsh and the Irish have the same DNA, Y-chromosome traces that looks like the genetic code of 

the Basques. 
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      Karahunj Monument (Armenia, Syunik)            Stonehenge Monument (Britain) 

 Concluding, it should be noted that the history of European people /belonging to Indo-

European language family/ begins from Armenia, which means that the ancestral Homeland 

of  European people /Indo-Europeans, Arians/ was Armenia.  
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                                         Armenia  and  Basques  

                          Armenia  and  Spain  /Basqonia, Catalonia/       

   The “Asian version” (2nd c. B. C.) is one of the ancient sources about the origin of the 

Basques, one of the oldest peoples in Europe.   A Roman historian, Appian, (95-165 A.D.) 

writes: “Some consider Asian Iberia to be a colony for European Iberians; others think that 

they are the ancestors of European Iberians. There are still others who think that they have 

nothing in common with each other except their names”.81  Researchers began to speak 

about the active participation of Armenians in the history of the people residing in the 

Pyrenean Peninsula in the XVI-XVII cc.82 Among Basques researchers Esteban de Garibay 

/16th c., “Historical Summary”/,   Andre de Pos /16th c., “About the Ancient Language, 

Habitations and Provinces of Spain”/,  and Baltasar de Echave  /middle of the 16th c., middle 

of the 17th c.,  “Speeches”/ consider that Armenia was the ancestral Homeland of the Basques 

having as abasis the similarities in Basques-Armenian toponymic names, legends, traditions 

and national costumes. 

    Basque scholar Andre de Posa insists that Basques have come from Armenia.  He mentions 

that Armenians have founded the city called Taragona, which in Armenian meant 

«commune of shepherds» on the Mediterranean seashore of Spain.  The similarity of the 

name with that of Armenian Taron (the ancient form of which was Tarawna)  is evident. 

    Baltasar de Echave writes: “The first people came to Iberia from «their dear Homeland 

Armenia; they came with Noah’s sons after the Flood”.  The book about the history of 

Valencia  (Decada primera de la historia de Valencia, 1610) by Gaspar Escolano published in 

1610 is also of great importance.  In that work the author writes “After the Flood forefather 

Tubal with his family reached the eastern coast of Spain and settled there /Catalonia/”. 

According to Escolano Armenians were the first inhabitants of Spain. They spoke Armenian. 

    But other viewpoints, of course without any basis, claim that there are no similarities 

between Armenian and Basque toponymic names. They consider that the similarities in the 

names Ararat-Aralar, Araks-Arais, Korduk-Gordea or Gorbea are not true. This viewpoint is 

especially prominent in the “Geographical-Historical Dictionary of the Basque Country”, 

published in Madrid, in 1802. But in spite of all attempts to deny Armenian-Basque 

similarities it is impossible to conceal the truth.  In the first volume of that same dictionary 

there is an interesting piece of information stating that the toponymic name Armenia was 

also known as Armentegi, where the particle teg or tegh  in Armenian means Place,  that is 

to  say  Armenteghi means a place,  where  Armenians  live.83  

    In the 19th c. the opinion that Basques have Armenian origin again attracted some scholars’  

(among them Khuan Batiste de Ero)  attention. At the end of the century an English scholar 

Edward Spencer Dodgson by name began studying Armenian and two months later he was 

 
81Appian of Alexandria, Roman History /Appiani Alexandrini, Historia Romana/ 
82Articles and studies by Vahan Sargsyan /Urartian Civilisation and the Questions of Basques’ Homeland, 

Yerevan, 1988, Basques at the Foot of Mount Ararat /article/, Garoun monthly, 1991, 3, The myth of Basques 

Origin and the Armenian Highlands, Y., 2000, Basque-Armenian Dictionary, Yerevan 2001,/ and web pages 

/hayblog. ru,   Analitika.at.ua.. 
83“Sargsyan V., Basques at the  foot of  Mount Ararat”,  Garoun monthly, 1991, 3  

 

http://hayblog.ru/2007/06/03/baski-i...tsivilizatsii
http://analitika.at.ua/
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surprised to notice that many Armenian and Basque words have the same meaning /He 

mentioned about 50 words: չար /char/-evil, տեղի /teghi/-place, անտի /anti/ կամ 

այնտեղից   /aynteghic/ -from there,  զատել /zatel/ -detach, etc./. He wrote abou this 

findings in his article “Basque words in the Armenian Language”, which was published in 

“Euskara” (Basque language)  journal in 1884.  It was something new forthe scientific world 

as at that time the general opinion was that Basques were supposed to have Georgian origin. 

   “The Richness of the Iberian Language”, a work by the academician Amador des los Rios, 

was published in 1920.  In spite of some mistakes concerning genealogical issues here we find 

many Basque-Armenian toponymic names that are practically identical. The author used 

Armenian written sources for this work  /M. Khorenatsi, Eghishe, Ghazar Parpetsi/. 

    It is a notable fact that there are about 60 toponymic names in Spain (mainly in the Basque 

country) which begin with Ar-Aram. 

Aram  /Արամ/,   settlement, Gipurkoa Province  

Aramedia   /Արամեդիա/,   settlement, Nafarroa Province 

Aramanti    /Արամանտի/,   settlement, Nafarroa Privince 

Aramayona  /Արամայոնա/,   a river beginning from Arangio 

Arama   /Արամա/,   a hunting place, Alava or Araba Province 

The name Aram (Արամ) is connected with the Basques, which testifies about the fact that 

there are toponymic names with the root Ar-Aram in the  southern territories of France,  

too. 

Aramits   /Արամից/, a canton in Pyrenean Department 

Aramon   /Արամոն/,   a canton in Nim city  

Aram /Արամ/,   a river in the Pyrenean Department 

 

 In the Spanish encyclopedia “Sopena” there are more than 30 words that have the root Ar, 

which are surely of Armenian origin 

 

Armen    /Արմեն/  a village in La Coruña Province 

Armentia    /Արմենտիա/, a very old settlement near the city of Vitoria, Alava Province 

Armenia   /Արմենիա/, an ancient Portuguese city /it is thought to be identical with Ponte 

de Lima, which is the oldest village in Potugal/.  In the French Basque country as well there 

are cities with the same names, which again attest to the fact that the name armen is 

connected with the Basques. 

   Amador de Los Rios also thinks that many toponymic names in the Pyrenean Peninsula, 

particularly in the Basque country, have the origin hay /Aya/; Այեսե /Ayese/,  Այա /Aya/, 

Արայա  /Araya/,   Էնդայա /Endaya/, etc.    According to the Spanish scholar a great number 

of toponymic names have the root Ur and its origin is Armenian84  /about 120 names/.  More 

than 100 of them are popular in the Basque country. 

 

Urate /Ուրատե/,    settlement, Alava Province  

Uriarte   /Ուրիարտե/,   a district in Basauri city, Biscay Province  

Uribarri   /Ուրիբարի/,   six settlements in the Basque country  

 
84It is known that the root “ar” was also used in the form “ur”. So it is supposed that in these examples the 

interchanged variant of the sound is ur /compare: Ararat-Urartu, Arme-Urme/ 
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Urbiain   /Ուրբիայն/,   settlement, Nafarroa Province  

Other toponymic names   Edessa – Եդեսիա, Carcar – Քարքար,  Erice – Երիզա, etc. 

 

   The work “Rapcal Valley” by Bernardo Estornes Lasa published in 1927 proves the opinion 

that Basques have Armenian origin. The author brings as an example a legend in Isaba, 

Nafarroa.  According to that legend Isaba was founded by Armenians, who were the first 

inhabitants of Nafarroa and the ancestors of the Basques. The legend told that the forefather 

of the Basques was called Aitor  /Այիտոր/  also known as Tabel.  Coming from Armenia 

with his seven sons he founded seven settlements in their honour including Tarraho /his 

elder son’s name/, Ampesta, etc.  The Ebro River was named after Aitor-Tabel’s second son 

Iber.   The newly arrived Armenians, who were said to be the ancestors of the Basques, and 

thoseliving in the  Pyrenean Peninsula, knew the secret of metal processing.  It’s interesting 

to note that an ancient manuscript  in the Isaba archivestestifies about the above mentioned 

legend.  

    In the Basque language Isaba is translated as “The trace of ancestors”.  More interesting is 

the fact that in Isaba there exists a road which has the name Ermina (Armenia).  According 

to the legend Aitor came from Armenia along that road.   Some researchers  /Joseph Karst/ 

say that Aitor means “an Armenian’s grandson”.  Basques have the expression Aitoren seme, 

which means pedigreed, noble85.  So the people, who had Armenian origin, Aitor’s heirs, 

were considered to be noble. It is also presumed that Aitor is just a mythological character 

/Joseba Tobel, Javier Kintana/. 

    In the work “Rapcal Valley” by Bernardo Estornes Lasa we also come across tribes that 

were moving to the North.  Passing the Caucasian Mountains, they moved to the West but a 

section of the tribe didn't continue travelling and stayed to live in the Caucasian Mountains, 

near their ancestral Homeland, the Armenian Highlands. It is worth mentioning that 

according to Lasa the opinion that Basques have Armenian origin was among the primary 

issues of  scholars' discussions. 

     Another work titled “Alarodians and the Proto-Basques” published by the German 

linguist Joseph Karst in 1928, is also of great importance. In that work the author writes 

about 300 similar words in the Armenian and the Basque languages. Karst tackles 

ethnographical and anthropological questions, too.  He was the first to reveal the fact that 

Basques belonged to the Armenoid anthropological type.  But, unfortunately, this book of 

Karst and the ones dealing with the same topic are not unequivocally accepted in the 

scientific world. The Basque language was thought not to belong to the Indo-European 

language family  /Antoine Meyer/, while Armenian is, definitely, an Indo-European language  

which means that there cannot be any link between the two languages. 

 

 
85Sargsyan V., “Basques at the Foot of Mount Ararat” 
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Aitor-Tobel /illustration, Los mitos de Túbal y Aitor, 

www.recursosacademicos.net/web/2011/12/22/el- mito-de-tubal/ 

 

   In spite of some refuting opinions about the Armenian origin of the Basques, the facts are 

too obvious to be neglected. That is why researchers continue to speak about the similarities 

of these two languages, especially in the field of geographical names.  Articles in Spanish–

American encyclopedias also attest to it.  Thus, in the entry about ''Iber'' we read:  

''Memories about Iberians' ancestral Homeland are expressed in the names of their 

mountains, rivers and towns. Aralar mountain range reminds us of the famous Mount Ararat, 

the second cradle of human civilization; the name of the river, which originates from the 

foot of the Aralar Mountain, is of course derived from the name of the Armenian river 

Araks. The name of the river Urmea in Ipuskoa is known as ''Persian'', but in reality it is 

derived from the name of Lake Urmia, which used to be between the Armenian Lake Van 

and the Caspean Sea. /Lake Urmia is by mistake perceived as Persian/. The Araks River, 

before reaching Tolosa, flows to the river Orio, which was also called Aturia, one of the 

tributaries of the river Tigris.''86 

    In the entry about El valle Aram /Aram Valley/ we find the following:  ''Aram Valley is 

situated at the northern foot of the Pyrenean Mountains in Spain. It is impossible to say 

exactly who the first inhabitants of that valley were.  The only solution  is to accept that they 

belonged to one of the ancient tribes,  the ''Iberians'', who, moving to Spain from the East, 

settled  in the areas surrounding the Pyrenean Mountains and the Mediterranean  

Seashore.''87 

    The explanation of the Aralar Mountain in the same encyclopedia is:  “Aralar is a high 

mountain range in Nafarroa, on the borders of Ipuskoa and Alava. Numerous small rivers 

originate from it and they flow to the Burunda River, which crosses the Arakili Valley.  The 

name of the mountain (Aralar) has the same stem as the Armenian Mount Ararat and it 

allows us to explain the geographical origin of the first inhabitants of Spain”. /V. Sargsyan 

thinks there is a connection between the names Aralar and Ararat/.  All the above mentioned 

toponymic names that have Armenian origin, according to the authors of encyclopedias are 

mainly situated in the land of the Basques and are still found on the map of Spain. 

 
86Spanish-American encyclopedia, volume XI, p.  647 
87In the same place, volume VIII, p. 487 

http://www.recursosacademicos.net/web/2011/12/22/el-mito-de-tubal/
http://www.recursosacademicos.net/web/2011/12/22/el-%20mito-de-tubal/
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    Orientalist N. Marr studied Basque-Armenian linguistic similarities as well as the 

historical and cultural relations of these two languages. /N. Marr, ''Japethian Origin of the 

Basque Language'', N. Marr''Armenian culture, its origins and prehistoric connections in 

Linguistic'', Yerevan, 1989/.  After phonetic, grammatical and lexical comparison of the 

Basque and the Armenian languages he noticed many coincidences in these two languages. 

Thus, in his work “Japethian Origin of the Basque Language” Marr writes: ''There are 

particularly surprising  similarities  between the Basque and the Armenian languages''.  

    Let us mention one more fact.  It is known that Hayk, the forefather of Armenians,  had a 

grandson called Paskam 88  that is similiar to the word basque. That fact has attracted 

researchers' attention /N. Marr/.  In the 1930 s, on the basis ofsimilarities in the names 

Iberia-Iveria and a series of other words, Georgian scholars carried out studies trying to show 

that the Basque language was Caucasian /Kartvelian/. But they did not pay attention to the 

origins of the words.  Linguists state that they were Armenian borrowings in Georgian. But 

some scholars were not satisfied withthatand they continued to study the topic. 

   Serious studies concerning the Armenian origin of the Basques were also carried out by 

Vahan Sargsyan.  He published a series of articles and studies about his findings.89  As a result 

of the studiesit was concluded that about 1000 words have the same roots and meanings in 

the Basque and the Armenian languages, e. g.   Ashtarak-Astarak  /a settlement in the south 

of France/,  Goris-Goris  /a settlement in Baskonia/,  Debet-Deba /a river in Baskonia/, 

Shubria  /the ancient name of Sassoun in cuneiform inscriptions/,   Shuberoa /a province of 

Basques in France/, Araks-Arakses  /a river in Baskonia/, Aran-Aran /a widely spread 

toponymic name in Baskonia/, Qarqar-Qarqar /a toponymic name in Baskonia/, Karbi-Karbe 

/a toponymic name in Baskonia/,  etc. 

   Greek historian Hecataeus of Miletus /546-480 B.C./ was the first to write about the 

Pyrenean Peninsula. He spoke about three tribes living there: Messenians, Iberians and 

Tartessians. The latter used to have a powerful kingdom, about which we can find 

information in ancient Greek legends and in the Bible (in the form of Tarshish or Tarsis). 

Iberians are thought to have come from Caucasian tribes. They are supposed to have been 

among Armenian emigrating tribes.  Researchers /N. Marr/ see some connections between 

the Basque word Iber and the Armenian I-ver, which means «above».  Armenians called  

I-ver both the territories located above Armenia and the tribes living there.  Little is known 

about Messenians living in the Pyrenean Peninsula. According to V. Sargsyan that tribe's 

name has also an Armenian origin. The Armenian (Arian) Mitani Kingdom existed in the 

southern part of the Armenian Highlands (circa XVIII-XV cc. B.C.). Its history is an 

important period in Armenian history.  The similarity in the names Mitani (in the territory 

of Armenia) and Messenian (the ancient inhabitants in the Pyrenean Peninsula) allow us to 

say that the origin of Messenians must indeed be searched in the Armenian Highlands. 

 
88Movses  Khorenatsi, 1981, p. 129 
89Vahan Sargsyan, “Urartian Civilisation and the Question of Basques' Homeland”, Yerevan, 1988 ; ''Basques at 

the foot of Mount Ararat'' /article/ ''Garoun'' monthly, 1991, 3; 

The myth about the Origin of Basques and Armenian Highlands, Y., 2000;  Basque-Armenian dictionary, Y., 

2001;   In 1993  Basque-Armenian scientific journal review ''Araxes'', where articles about this subject are 

published.         
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   In ancient times the Pyrenean Peninsula used to be known not only by the names of  

Tatess and   Iberia but also of  Spain. There are different versions concerning the origin of 

the name Spain.  The first form of the name Spain is supposed to be Hispania and some 

people think that it comes from the Greek word Hesperos-“night”, “darkness” that’s to say 

“West”, or “western country” /a country in the western part of Greece.   Others think that 

the origin of the word Spain is the Phoenician/Carthaginian/ wordspan (=rabit), which is 

substantiated by the fact that in the past rabits were widely spread in the Pyrenean 

Peninsula.  The name España is also connected with the Basque word Ezpanna, which means 

''edge'' or ''border'', and according to Antonio de Nebrija the word ''Hispania'' comes from 

the Iberian word ''Hispalis'', which means ''a city in the west''.90   Amador de Los Rios thinks 

that the word Spain comes from the word Hispu, that used to be an ancient Armenian 

settlement.  It may also have come from the name Sper, which was an ancient Armenian 

Province.91   

     V. Sargsyan studied the origin of the word Euskadi (that's the name by which the Basques 

called themselves). As it was mentioned above in one of the Basque legends Armenia was 

considered to be the ancestral Homeland of the Basques and the ancestors of the Basques 

knew the secret of metal processing (copper, iron).   Maybe this is also one of the reasons 

that the root of the word Euskaldu is Eusk /also usk, esku, ask…/.    V. Sargsyan thinks that 

the root eusk is identical with the Armenian word ոսկի-voski  (gold)  which has different 

ways of pronunciation in Armenian dialects (iski, veski, adki, voski, etc.). Then the 

researcher concludes that the name Voskan /possessing gold/ comes from the Armenian 

word voski which is identical with the Basque word Baskon,  in Latin Vascone.   V. Sargsyan 

also states that the words ''voskegorts-voskerich'' (goldsmith) and “Armenian''had the same 

meaning for our ancestors.  This is stated in the Basque legends,  too. 

   As we see the word Euskaldu is supposed to have come from the word eusk (voski) and the 

word Basque from the tribe nameVascon /Gascon/ 92 and their origins are the Armenian 

words voski and voskan. The idea that the ancestral Homeland of the Basques is the 

Armenian Highlands can be seen also by the similarity of the words Paskam (Hayk's 

grandson) and Basque. 

   Basques are the most ancient people in Western Europe. According to the results of 

archaeological excavations the Armenoid anthropological type came to the Pyrenean 

Peninsula in the middle of the 3rdmillennium. B.C.   The first megalithic monuments of the 

Peninsula date back to that period. Metal processing was the secret of those ancient 

inhabitants of the Peninsula.  They also knew how to cultivate cereals, etc. That's to say that 

 
90webpages.http://about-spain.ru/history/; http://dic.academic.ru/ 
91Vahan Sargsyan, ''Basques at the Foot of Mount Ararat'', internet version 
92 The Gascon historical territory in south-western part of France is the Homeland of Athos, Parthos, Aramis 

and  D'Artanyan, the main characters of   ''The three Musketeers'',  a historical novel by Al. Dumas.  Dumas, 

being inspired by D'Artanyan  character, made him the main hero of the novel, and  D'Artanyan's prototype 

Charles de Batz-Castelmore lived in the 17th c.  Later he took his mother's surname D'Artanyan. Wikipedia.   

Let us mention that in the Armenian Highlands there are habitations with the following names: Aramis 

(Zangezur), Aramo (Cilicia),  Aramon (now Aramus),  Artos (Erzrum province, Western Armenia). There is also 

the Mount Artos  (in Van, Western Armenia).  The fact  that these Gasconian young men's names and surnames 

are identical with Armenian names and surnames leads us to conclude that there is a connection between the 

Armenain Highlands and those heroes. 

 

http://about-spain.ru/history/
http://dic.academic.ru/
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Armenian dialects, metal processing skills as well as cultivation of cereals were spread in 

Europe due to Armenians who came from the Armenian Highlands. This maybe proved by 

the fact that many words in the agricultural field are identical in the Armenian and the 

Basque languages: gari-gari, hasnel-asi, inchuaz-[ə]nkuyz, hekel-erka, ayts-aints, hot-ato, 

matsun-matoin. And the use of the words Shuberoa  /Shubria/ and Matien/Mitani in the 

Pyrenean Peninsula let us say that Armenian tribes lived in those territories in the 3rd-2nd 

millennia. 

   As we see the geographical names /the words beginning with Ar and Ay /Hay/, 

anthropological Armenoid type, traditions, customs and culture of the ancient inhabitants in 

the Pyrenean Peninsula are firmly related to Armenia and Armenians. 
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                                      Armenia  and the  Etruscans 

      Etruscans /Rasenna, Rasna/ are one of the ancient nations in Europe. Being ancient 

settlers in the Apennine Peninsula they lived in the north-western part of the Peninsula, 

between the Arno and the Tiber Rivers (1st millennium  B.C.).  That territory used to be 

called Etruria /now Toscana/. This ancient people had a great influence on the creation 

process of the Roman State and culture. The inhabitants of Etruria possessed their own 

scriptas far back as the 7thc.  B.C.  There were inscriptions on tombs, jewelry and household 

items.  Etruscan culture is tightly related to the Aegean Sea and the culture of Asia Minor 

that dates back to the II-I millennia A.D.  There are diverse opinions about the origin of 

Etruscans.  According to one of them Etruscans are the natives of Italy.  Another opinion 

states that they have come from Asia Minor. There are also people supporting Herodotus' 

statement which says that Etruscans have come from Lydia /Asia Minor/. Herodotus writes 

that Tyrrhenians left their Homeland and moved to the west because of severe famine94.  It's 

interesting to note that Herodotus thinks that the reason for their migration was the Trojan 

War.  These historical events, the Trojan War and the migration process (XIII-XIIcc. B.C.), 

took  place at the same time.  It was also migration time for the ''Sea Peoples''.93 

    In the new Homeland, the Apennine Peninsula, a series of geographical words refer to 

Etruscans’ names.  Thus, the Greeks called the Tyrrhenian Sea the territory where  Etruscans 

lived, controlling it. The Romans called Etruscans Tuscans, which is considered to be the 

origin of the toponymic name Tuscany  (Italy), while Strabo, making an interesting 

revelation about Etruscans   / 1st c. B.C.-1st c. A.D/,  wrote that the forefather of Etruscans 

was Tirsen, the son of Hercules94. 

    It is evident that many Etruscan names remind us of  Tir,  the Armenian god of wisdom, 

culture, and science.  He was also an interpreter of dreams.  He was the messenger of the 

gods and psychopomps. He kept record of good and evil deeds of men for the future day of 

reckoning.95  It is interesting to note that Etruscans gave much importance to the next life 

(life after death). They decorated the sepulchres with beautiful frescoes and buried people 

together with beautiful  jars,  jewelry, armors,  etc. 

     

Statuette of a goddess  Statuettes and tombs of  Etruscans  /middle of the 1st millennium B. C./ 

 
93. Herodotus,  History, Y., 1986,  p. 43  /vol. 1, 94/ 
93 The “Sea People” migration period is a disputable issue. A version states that it was before, while another one 

states that it was after the Trojan War, as famine had begun because of the war. 
94Strabo, ''Geography'', V, 2, /2/ 
95Agathangelos, History of  Armenia,Y., 1983,  p. 437,    /778/ 
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   Researchers of Etruscan script read their inscriptions in Greek because the language is still 

unknown /some attempts were made to read them in many other languages as well/.   Some 

Russian researchers have recently begun to consider that language to be old Slavonic.  They 

are mostly inspired by the «rusk» component of the word Etruscan and the name Rasenna, 

by which Etruscans called themselves.  The same approach we seein the case of Georgian 

researchers concerning Iberia-Iveria. Other researchers compare the Etruscan and the 

Armenian languages. A Norwegian philologist and linguist, Sophus Bugge,  studying these 

two languages /comparative linguistic/ states that the Etruscan language is one of the 

Armenian dialects.96 

 

 V. Georgiev,  a Bulgarian linguist, also states that there is a connection between the Etruscan 

and the MinorAsian languages. He pays much attention to the fact that the phonetics of 

those languages  are very similiar to each other.97 

   An English scientist, Robert Ellis states that the following ancient inhabitants of Europe 

have Armenian origin:  Etruscans, Celts, Thracians, Gauls, Francs, Basques, etc.  He writes 

that they /Armenians/ used to live in a vast territory, but later they moved to the West from 

Armenia under the following names: Phragian, Thracian, Pelasgian and Etruscan. They 

moved to other territories, too. /Robert Ellis, The Armenian Origin Of The Etruscans, 

London, 1861/. 

   As we see researchers have admitted that Etruscans and Armenians are connected with 

each other in many ways. This theme, of course, needs a deeper and more detailed linguistic 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
96Armenian Association of  Science Development Assistance,   Science, p.  99  /www.aaas.org/ 
97Georgiev V., ''The Study of  Comparative-Historical Lingustics'', M., 1958,  p. 194 

http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_(%D0%B6%D1%83%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB)
http://www.aaas.org/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=140280549498781&set=a.131317727061730.1073741829.131309017062601
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                                   Armenia and  the Slavs 

    In the ancient “Book of Veles” /”Влесова книга”/, written in the pre-Christian era, we find 

interesting facts about the Homeland of  Slavonic tribes,  the reasons for their shifts as well as 

the territories they live on nowadays. Their Homeland is discussed in Slavonic mythology, 

too. 

    In the original version of the “Book of Veles” it is stated that the ancestors of the Slavs 

lived among high mountains, practicing farming  (cultivation, cattle-breeding and scything). 

But later as a result of an earthquake people and animals, feeling insecure, left their 

Homeland   /the territory of Insk/  and passed on to the Land of  Fars.98   Slavonic tribes were 

led by Orey or  Oriy (Ariy), who is considered to be their ancestor.99 Later they settled in 

Mesopotamia, Syria and the Carpathian Mountains. According to some sources Slavs lived in 

Egypt as well, and the young men served in the army of that country's king. The worship of 

Slavonic god Hors testifies about it. The name of this god is identical with the name of 

Egyptian national patron god Horus, who is often being compared with the Egyptian main 

god  Ra/Ar,  god of the Sun   (Ra was merged with the god Horus).    

 Further information refers to the Slavs moving across Europe. In the Carpathian Mountains 

three main Slavonic tribes were separated and moved to their future Homelands. The names 

Kiy, Shchek and Khoriv, sons of Oriy, refer to a basic myth of  three  Slavonic peoples. The 

legend tells that the brothers, on a hunting trip, followed differentprey and thus travelled in 

different directions;   Kiy went to the East,  Shchek to the West, and Khoriv to the South.100   

There are multiple versions of this legend.  In one of  them the three brothers founded a city 

and named it after the eldest brother, Kiev.101  In Armenian historiography /historian Zenob 

Glak,   8th c./ too there is a version of this legend.  It tells that the three brothers, Kuar, 

Meghtes and Khor, founded cities /fortresses/ in the Paluni /Polyane/ land and called them 

after their names Kuar, Mekhti, Khoreank /Khorni/.102  Later, on  Kerke hill they founded 

another city,  which was a favourable territory for hunting and rich in vegetation.  Two 

pagan idols were erected there.  It’s interesting to note that in 1908, on one of the hills in 

Kiev /Old Kievan Hill/ archaeologists uncovered the remains of a fortressincluding two 

sacrificial altars (V-VI cc.).  That city was called Sambat (Sambatas, Smbat) by Constantine 

VII   Porphyrogennetos103  / 913-959/. 

    In these legends our attention is focused not only on the fact that cities were founded by 

them but also on the three brothers’ activities and their identical names.  In Armenian 

historiography we also come across the brothers Kiy, Shchek and Khoriv, which means that 

there used to be a relation between the Slavonic tribes and the Armenians.  It is known that 

Byzantine emperors trusted the defense of their borders to Armenian detachments. During 

 
98“Book of Veles”, Omsk, 2005, 38a. It should be mentioned that there are contradictory opinions about the 

authenticity of the Book of Veles in historiography. But studies have proved that it is a reliable source 

(historical sites, events, the shifts, the names ofgods and leaders). 
99“Book  of  Veles”, 2005, 5a, 6a 
100Book of  Veles, 2005, 7i, 31b 
101Solovyov S., Stories about the History of  Russia,  M., 1989,  p. 3 
102Zenob Glak and Hovhan Mamikonyan, “The History of Taron”, Y., 1941,  p. 109 
103B. Ribakov, “The Foundation of  Kiev”,  On the basis ofinformation in “Science and Life Journal”,   

http://tvoj.kiev.ua /history/osnovanie-kieva/ 
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those times Armenians communicated with the native people and sometimes even settled 

there forming part of the Slav nation. In Armenian historiography /Sebeos –7th  c., Ukhtanes 

of Sebastia- 10th c./  we find lines about the Byzantine Emperor Maurice  /582-602/,  as well 

as other emperors, who sent Armenian detachments led by Smbat Bagratuni to Thracia to 

fight against the  Slavs.104  It maybe presumed that the Sambat settlement on the   Old Kievan   

hill was founded by Smbat Bagratuni and was named after him. 

   The information about “High Mountains”, “Fars Land”, Mesopotamia and “Syrian Land” 

found in the “Book of Veles” serves as a basis to assert that the first territory where Slavs 

have lived was the south-eastern part of the Armenian Highlands, south-eastern territory 

from Lake Van, which bordered with Iran /Fars/.105 As we see according to the ancient 

written Slavonic source, the “Book of Veles”, the Homeland of the Slavs maybe considered 

the territory lying between the Armenian Highlands and the Iranian plateau.  A source on 

plank states that the Slavs, led by their forefather Orey, left their ancestral Homeland in the 

X-XI cc. B.C.,  1300 years before the Gothic king Ermanaric / 4th c./.106   In another source the 

period of time between the forefather Orey and the prince  Dir of Kiev /9th c./ is 1500 

years.107  In both cases Slavicshifts date back from the beginning of the 1st   millennium to the 

middle of the 1st  millennium. 

    According to legends the forefather of the Slavs named  Oriy108  /Orey,  Ariy,  Арив/   after 

the  “Great frostbite”  leads his tribe from the “Russian Mountains” to the West. The “Russian 

Mountains” were heavenly mountains, among which there wasa white, holy and scalding 

stone called Alatyr, symbolizing the center of the world. The legend tells us that the stone 

fell from the sky and on it were written the commandments of god Svarog /also of god Iri or 

Ari/.   In the same place later rose  Mount Alatyr.  It was God’s altar, where the heavenly and 

earthly worlds were combined. That mountain is considered to be the father of all 

mountains. In its surrounding was situated the spring of the holy river Ra /Ar/, which 

watered the heavenly garden located on the top of the mountain. The Holy elm, that 

combined the earthly and heavenly worlds, was also situated there.  Its branches reached the 

sky, and the heavenly birds built nests in them. Around the roots of that tree there was a 

black snake.  Fruitful gardens and fertile meadows were everywhere.  The gods lived there. 

A Slavonic legend tells us that the ancestors of the gods also lived there.109  The garden 

described in that legend is like the earthly garden in the Sumerian epic poem “Gilgamesh”. It 

was considered to be “god’s garden”, which was situated on the other side of Mount Masu or 

Mashu /Masis/110, in the Ararat Valley”.  It has similarities with the Heaven described in the 

Bible, and the name Alatir of the mountain is identical with the name of the biblical Mount 

Ararat /l-r/.  According to the above mentioned sources the Slavs, under the guidance of 

 
104Sebeos, History,Y., 2005, p. 101;  Ukhtanes, The History of Armenia, Vagharshapat, 1871,  p. 56 
105Studying that subject M. Ohanyan finds that the original dwelling place of the Slavs was on the borderline 

between the Zagros Mountains and the Armenian Highlands.  M. Ohanyan, “Memories of Slav Origin and their 

Historical Origin”, Y., 2007, p. 13  
106Book of  Veles, 2005, 9a 
107Book of  Veles, 2005, 5a, 6b 
108Orey /Arey/, Slavs’ forefather, is also considered to be the main god in Slavonic diety under the name of Rod, 

who created the Universe.  In Slavonic mythology Rod is usually accompanied by Ipostas, Iriy, Viriy and 

Svarog. Rod’s son, Yarilo or Yarovit, is the god of spring, agriculture and fertility. 
109A. Bazhenova and Vadrugin, Mythology of Ancient Slavs, Saratov, “Nadezhda”, 1993 
110“Poetry of Ancient East”,  Gilgamesh, Y., 1982,  p. 146 
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their ancestor Orey /Arey/ left those mountains and moved to the West. Those mountains 

were in the ancestral Homeland of Indo-European people, Mount Ararat, in Armenia. 

    In Russian bylinas it is also spoken about their ancestral Homeland.  Interesting is the fact 

that in the bylinas of Low-Lying Russia,  the hero Svyatogor (“Holy Mountain”  in Russian) is 

connected with one of the main heroes in the Armenian epic poem, Sanasar.   Let us discuss 

it. 

    In one of the bylinas about the Russian ancient hero Svyatogor mention is made about his 

ancestral Homeland.  Svyatogor is a bulky, strong-built giant. He lives in the mountains and 

cannot leave his place as the ground isn’t stable enough for him. Speaking to Ilya of Murom 

he says:  
– Я бы ездил тут на матушку сыру-землю, 

Не носит меня мать сыра-земля, 

Мне не придано тут ездить на Святую Русь, 

Мне не позволено тут ездить по горам  да по высокиим, 

Да по щелейкам да по толстыим.111 

 

 Thes lines also show the period when Russians lived in their ancestral, mountainous 

Homeland, the Land of Ararat. In the bylanas the meeting of  Svyatogor and Ilya of Murom 

is written in an interesting way. In their meeting Svyatogor suggested fighting, but Ilya 

answered in a way that made them become friends. 

  As they talked together, Ilya said: "Gladly would I see Svyatogor, that great hero; but he 

rideth not now upon damp mother earth, nor appeareth among our company of heroes." 

      "I am him," quoted Svyatogor. "Gladly would I ride beside you, but damp mother earth 

would not bear me up. And moreover, I may not ride in Holy Russia, but only on the lofty 

hills, and steep precipices.  Let us now ride among the crags, and come thou to the Holy 

Mountains with me."  

    Thus they rode long together, diverting themselves; and Svyatogor taught Ilya all heroic 

customs and traditions. 

     On the way, Svyatogor said to Ilya: "When we shall come to my dwelling and I shall lead 

thee to my father, heat a bit of iron, but give him not thy hand". 

     So when theycame to the Holy Mountains, to the palace of white stone, Svyatogor's aged 

father cried: "Ai, my dear child! Hast thou been far afield? "  

    "I have been in Holy Russia, father."  "What hast thou seen and heard there?  

      "Nothing have I seen or heard in Holy Russia, but I have brought with me thence a hero."  

The old man was blind, and so he said: "Bring hither the Russian hero, that I may 

greet him."  

      In the meanwhile, Ilya had heated the bit of iron, and when he came to give the old man 

his hand in greeting, he gave him insteadthe iron. And when the old man grasped it in his 

mighty hands, he  said:  "Stout are thy hands, Ilya!  A most mighty warrior art thou!" 

     Thereafter, as Svyatogor and his younger brother Ilya journeyed among the Holy 

Mountains, they found a great coffin in the way; and upon the coffin was this writing: "This 

coffin shall fit him who is destined to lie in it." 

    Then Ilya tried to lie in it, but for him it was both too long and too wide. But when 

Svyatogor lay in it, it fitted him perfectly. Then the hero spoke these words:  "The coffin was 

destined for me; take the lid now, Ilya, and cover me."  

 
111Bylanas, 1987, p.. 23 /.http://feb-web.ru/feb/byliny/texts/, /http://ru.wikisource.org/wiki 

http://feb-web.ru/feb/byliny/texts/
http://ru.wikisource.org/wiki
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     Ilya gave the following answer: "I will not take the lid, elder brother, neither will I cover 

thee. Lo! this is no small jest that thou makest, preparing to entomb thyself." 

     Then the hero himself took the lid, and covered his coffin with it. But when he would 

have raised it again, he could not, though he strove and strained mightily; and he spoke to 

Ilya:  "A!, younger brother!  'Tis plain my fate hath sought me out.  I cannot raise the lid; do 

thou try now to lift it." 

      Then Ilya strove, but could not.  

      Said Hero Svyatogor: "Take my great battle sword, and smite athwart the lid."  

      But Ilya's strength was not enough to lift the sword, and Svyatogor called him: "Bend 

down to the rift in the coffin that I may breathe upon thee with my heroic breath."  

When Ilya had done this, he felt strength within him, thrice as much as before, lifted the 

great battle sword, and smote athwart the lid. Sparks flashed from that blow, but where the 

great brand struck, an iron ridge sprang forth.  

    Again spoke Svyatogor: "I stifle, younger brother! Essay yet one more blow upon the lid, 

with my huge sword." 

      Then Ilya smote along the lid, and a ridge of iron sprang forth.  

      Yet again spoke Svyatogor: "I die, oh, younger brother! Bend down now to the crevice. 

Yet once again will I breathe upon thee, and give thee all my vast strength."  

But Ilya answered: "My strength sufficeth me, elder brother; had I more, the earth 

could not bear me." 

"Thou hast done well, younger brother," said Svyatogor, "in that thou hast not obeyed 

my last behest. I should have breathed upon thee the breath of death, and thou wouldst have 

lain dead beside me. But now, farewell. Possess thou my great battle sword, but bind my 

good heroic steed to my coffin; none save Svyatogor may possess that horse."  

         Then a dying breath fluttered through the crevice. Ilya took leave of the Hero 

Svyatogor, bound the good heroic steed to the coffin, girt the great battle sword about his 

waist, and rode forth into the open plain. And Svyatogor's burning tears flow through the 

coffin evermore.112 

      The end of Svyatogor's life reminds us ofone of the main heroes in the Armenian epic 

poem ''Daredevils of Sassoun'', Mher the Junior.  Following his parents' advice he entered the 

Raven's Rock near the ancient Armenian city of Van.   He lived there, as in this case, too, the 

ground wasn't  stable enough for his weight  /unlike the Russian bylana in the Armenian 

epic poem Mher the Junior with his fiery character would not leave the Raven's Rock 

untiljustice, honesty and peace were established in the world/.  These similarities allow us to 

say that the ancient hero in the Russian bylanas, Svyatagor,  lived in the territory of the high 

Mountain Ararat,  just like the heroes of Sassoun,  Sanasar and Mher the Junior. 

 
112http://www.shsu.edu/~his_ncp/IlyaMur.html 
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Svyatogor 

/moreskazok.ru/personaji/1277-svyatogor.html 
 

   Svyatogor  didnot accomplish any feat but through his breath he was to pass overpart of his 

strength to Ilya of Murom, who could not afford more.  Later  Ilya of Murom went to his 

Homeland,  Kievan Rus, and there heaccomplished a number of  feats. 

   As we see, in one of the Russian sagas dedicated to the Russian giant Svyatogor (Holy 

Mountain), the hero, through some characteristic features, (the place of residence, high 

mountains, Mount Ararat, feet plunging into the soil, the state of being closed in a cave or in 

a coffin) reminds us of the Armenian epic hero Mher the Junior, which means thathe is 

connected with the Armenian Highlands and Armenia /the Land of Ararat/. 

   According to the Slavonic ancient written source, ''Book of Veles'', the ancestral Homeland 

of the Slavs is between the territories of the Armenian Highlands and the Iranian plateau. 

Later it is stated in written sources /Novgorod Chronicles,  XVII c./ that the Homeland of 

Slavs is in the southern part of the Black Sea, between the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov 

/Great Scythia/, etc.  In this case those territories must be treated as the second refuges (the 

first being theirancestral Homeland), after which they (the Slavs) settled in their new 

Homeland  /Kievan Rus, Poland and Czech Lands/. 

   Thus Slavonic ancient written sources also testify that the ancestral Homeland of Slavonic 

tribes wasthe land of Ararat Land –Armenia. It should be noted that in Russian 

historiography information about Svyatagor having comefrom the Land of Ararat is seldom 

referred to. 
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About Heracles 

   Let us now touch upon an interesting fact, discussed in ancient written sources, about the 

shifts of tribes.  Some of them /Etruscans, Celt-Germans and Slavs/ are considered to belong 

to the generation of Heracles and date back to the times of the Trojan War /about the middle 

of the 13th c. B.C./  After the Trojan War many tribes from Asia Minor /Venetior, Trojans/ 

were defeated by the Greek sand moved from Asia Minor to the coast of the Mediterranean 

Sea and later to Europe.  It is presumed that Veneti is the collective name given to the Celtic,  

German and  Slavonic tribes. 

    Heracles /Roman Hercules/ is an ancient Greek mythological hero, the son of Zeus and 

Alcmene, the queen of Thebes.   In Latin the name Hercules is associated with a person, who 

performs “Feats of Valor out of Hera’s persecutions” (meaning “to the Glory of Hera” or 

“glorious gift”). According to some mythologists, Heracles was originally given the name 

Alcides by his parents. In legends he is treated as a hero who fightsagainst the enemies of 

humanity and evil forces of Nature.  Heracles is known for his many adventures, which took 

him to the far boundaries of the Greco-Roman world.  One cycle of these adventures have 

become canonical as the ''Twelve Labours'', which include  ''The Choking of the Nemean 

Lion'',  ''The Cleaning out of the Augean Stables in a Single Day'', etc.  In other legends 

Heracles freed Prometheus who was bound in chains in the Caucasus Mountains.  He also 

had an important role in the Argonauts expedition, the Fall of Troy, etc.   At last Heracles 

was awarded with immortality by Zeus, who took the hero Heracles to Mount Olympus.  As 

we see a part of his heroic deeds is related to Asia Minor and the Caucasus.  

     We should also bear in mindthat Greeks consider Heracles to be a mythological hero,  not 

a god or a forefather.  That's to say he wasn't one of the main heroes in Greece. This allows 

us to say that Heracles was Greek by origin.  As it was mentioned above the name Heracles 

means “Glory to Hera”,  but we may add that the name Heracles has an Armenian origin too:  

hur (fire) and akn (eye), hur-akn / is compared with “Hrach eyes” (or ''sunny’’/ fiery eyes'')  

of Vahagn.  It is also related to the Indo-European words atar, atur, which means fire.113   All 

this leads us to say that the Homeland of the hero may be considered the Armenian 

Highlands.  The shifts of Indo-European (Armenian) tribes could have spread the worship of 

Heracles in Asia Minor on the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, and then in Europe.  There 

are some researchers, who think that the ''Land of Hercules'' is the same Armenian region  

''Angegh Tun''.114    The ''Land of Hercules'' is one part of the Byzantine epic poem ''Basil 

Digenes Akrites'' (IX-X cc). The Byzantine-Arab conflicts that lasted from the 7th c. to the 

early 11th century provided the context for that heroic poetry. This fact also attests to the  

fact that Heracles may have had an Armenian origin. 

 

 

 

 

 
113See M. Ohanyan, Genealogic memory of  Slavs and their historical roots, Y. 2007,  pp.  45-55 
114Chrestomathy of the History of Armenian People, Y.,  p. 799 /note 7/ 
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Armenia on Ancient and Medieval Maps 

    In European (English, German) written sources (X-XII cc., XV and even XVIIIc.) it is 

stated that the ancestors of European people have Armenian origin.  The names Armenia and 

Ararat are mentioned with love and pride. Ancient maps also testify about the fact that 

Armenia is an ancient country.  The well-known ancient maps of the world,  drawn on 

brick, tin plate, clay, parchment and paper, also prove that Armenia is one of the ancient 

countries of the world and Armenians are the ancient inhabitants of the world and of  South-

Western Asia. Almost on all medieval maps, drawn according to the works of historians, 

geographers and travelers, Armenia /Greater Armenia, Lesser Armenia, Mets Hayk, Pokr 

Hayk/, Cilician Armenia and Mount Ararat with Noah’s Ark are always indicated. Let us 

introduce some of the ancient and medieval maps.  

    On one of them, the Land of Creation,  the Armenian Highlands surrounded by 

mountains, is indicated in the center with a swastika, symbol or sign of the Creator (god Ar). 

Four rivers originate from the mountains like the four rivers of the Heaven in the Bible. The 

mother Earth is surrounded by World Oceans, where 12 fish swim. 

 

   
                                                                                                         /restored/ 

A clay circle with the image of Mother Earth, (Armenian Mesopotamia), Samarra,  

 5th millennium B.C. 
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The images of the Universe and Mother Earth (Mesopotamia, the Armenian Highlands) are 

indicated on a clay tile, which is a Sumerian map dating back to the middle of the 3rd 

millennium B.C.  On it one can see the Universe, the World Ocean, the Mother Earth on a 

floating smooth and oviform ground, withits underwater part and seven firmaments.  At the 

bottom one may depict an entrance, a gate as well, from which the Universal or the 

Underground River is originated. The Tigris and the Euphrates rivers are supposed to have 

originated  from the springs of this Underground River. Mountains can also be seen there. 

The Armenian Highlands and Mesopotamia are presumed to be located there too. Mother 

Earth is covered with seven firmaments which symbolize the Moon, the Sun and the five 

planets known at the time. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 
 

The  ancient “map” of  Cosmos and Mother Earth,  middle of the 3rd  millennium B.C. 
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      Another ancient map is the Babylonian stellate map drawn on a brick /6thVI c./.   The 

Babylonian stellate map with geographical names on it is the first well-known map in the 

world. The world is represented as a fleating disc in the sea. The map is surrounded by salt 

water and there are seven islands on it. On that map Armenia is indicated in the northern 

territory from Mesopotamia, and it borders with Babylon and Assyria in the southern part.  

On the upper right side of the map the word Armenia is written. The Euphrates River is 

originated from the mountains. Assyria, Babylon and seven cities including Habban, 

Derri, Bitlakina and other cities are also indicated on the map. The islands are in a triangle 

shape and the Sun, the Moon as well as the flora and fauna are indicated on them. Today 

only Armenia exists from the above mentioned countries and cities. 

 

 
 

Babylonian stellate map,  6th  c.  B.C. 
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    Engraved on a copper tin, one of the ancient maps in the world is the one drawn by 

Hecataeus of Miletus /517 B.C./  The  map was later re-drawn by John Marin /cartographer/ 

and Zatik Khanzadyan /draughtsman/.  On it Asia, Europe, Libya /Africa/ and a number of 

other countries, including Armenia in the middle of the Mediterranean, the Black and the 

Caspian Seas,  are indicated.115 

 

 World  map by Hecataeus  of  Miletus,   517  B. C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
115Maps by R. Galchyan  ''Armenia in World Cartography'', Yerevan, 2005,  websites /according to the map 

names/ 
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   On the World map drawn by cartographer John Marin and draughtsman Zatic 

Khanzadyan on the basis of Herodotus’ “History” / 5thc. B. C/, Armenia is indicated in 

between the springs of the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers. 

 

 

                             

World  map by Herodotus  /5th c.  B. C./ 
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   On another World map drawn by the German cartographer Karl von Sprunner in 1855 on 

the basis of information providedby Eratosthenes /276-194 B.C./, Armenia is indicated in 

between the Mediterrenean, Black and Caspean Seas. Armenia occupies a central position 

being situated between Europe and Asia. 

 

                                                                        

 

                              World map by Eratosthenes /276-194 B. C./, 1855 
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On yet another World map drawn by Petrus Bertius in 1630, according to the Greek 

geographer Posidonis /1st c. B.C./  Armenia is indicated in the center of the map, between 

Europe and Asia. 

                                                                      

 

                The World map according to Posidonis / 1st c. B.C./, 1630 
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The world map drawn by John Marin on the basis of Strabo’s ''Geography'' /63 B.C.-20 A.D./ 

Armenia  is again  indicated  in the center of the map, between Europe and Asia.  

 

 

                                                        

 

 

World map according to Strabo, 1st c. B.C.- 1st c. A.D. 
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   On the ancient map of the Middle East in the chapter ‘‘The Situation of the Garden of 

Eden'' of the Bible (London, 1599) the followingare indicated: Greater Armenia in the 

springs of the Tigris and the Euphrates  Rivers, Mesopotamia, Babylon, the Persian Gulf and 

some countries. At present the book is preserved in the library of Lewis & Clark College in 

Portland in the US State of Oregon.  It was revealed by one of the college students. CBC 

news announces that in the book it is mentioned that it belonged to Elizabeth I of England 

and William Shakespeare. 

 
 

The ancient map of the  Middle East in the Bible, 1599 
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     On the map (map 17) found in the book “Geography” by Ptolemaeus /2nd c./, published in 

Rome in 1482,  Greater Armenia and  Lesser Armenia/Armenia Minor/ are represented 

together. The seas are in blue and the mountains in green. The important cities of Armenia, 

Armavir,  Artashat and Yervandashat, are also  indicated. 

 

 

The map (map 17) in the book ''Geography'' by Ptolemaeus  /2nd c./ 
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  On “The third map of Asia” in the book “Geography” by Ptolemaeus  /2ndc./, published in 

Ulm  in 1482,  Greater Armenia and its neighbouring countries, Colchis, Iberia and Albania 

are indicated. 

 

''The third map of Asia''  by  Ptolemaeus,  /2nd c./ 
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   On the World map by the Roman geographer Pomponius Mela (43 A.D.) the continents 

Asia, Europe and Africa as well as a number of countries, including Armenia, are indicated. 

Armenia is on the upper left side, betweeen Europe and Asia.  The East /Asia/ is on the upper 

side. 

 

World  map by Pomponius  Mela,  43 A.D. 
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  On the 11th century duplicate of the map by Archbishop Isidore of  Seville /570-636/ the 

East is on the upper side.  The Mediterranean Sea with numerous islands is in the center, the 

Red Sea is wedge-shaped and is indicated in red. The mountains are on the upper left side of 

the map, above them near the images of flora  /Earthly Heaven/  Armenia  is  written. 

 

                             

 

The map by Archbishop Isidore /570-636/, 11th century,  duplicate 
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   On the 12th century handwritten map in the work ''Apocalypse'' by Beatus of Liébana the 

Mediterranean Sea is indicated by a perpendicular and blue line. The East is on the upper 

side, where the image of Earthly Heaven with Adam and Eve is drawn.  In the upper central 

part, on the left of Eve, near thegreen tree /Earthly Heaven/ the word Armenia  is  written. 

 

                                                   

 

         The 12th century handwritten map in the work ''Apocalypse'' by Beatus of Liébana, 

 / 8th  century/ 
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  The  “Cotton” map was formed in England in the 10th century.  On it the East is on the 

upper  side.  The Mountains are in green, the seas and the rivers in red. On the upper left 

side of the map Mount Ararat and Noah's Ark, with the inscription  “Mountains of Armenia” 

are indicated.  In the lower part of the Ark again the word Armenia  is written. 

 

                                                                

 

“Cotton” map, 10th c. 
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   Both the first geographical atlas of the world by cartographer A. Ortelius and the basic map 

by Theatrum Orbis Terrarum were published in Antwerp in 1570.  Armenia is in the central 

territory between Europe and Asia. This again comes to prove that Armenia is neither in 

Europe nor in Asia.  It is in the center connecting the two continents.  

                                                     

                                                          The world's first geographical atlas by  A. Ortelius, 1570 

 

 
Ա. Օրտելիուսի պատրաստած աշխարհի առաջին աշխարհագրական ատլասը,1570 թ. 
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 The author of the clover-shaped map is Henrikh Bunting.  Jerusalem is in the center and the 

leaves represent Europe, Asia and Africa.  Armenia is in the northern part of Asia. 

Magdeburg city,   1581. 

 

                                                         

 

                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  The clover-shaped map of the world by Henrikh Bunting, 1581 
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  Next is the map drawn on the book ''Noah's Ark'' by A. Kirscher / Amsterdam, 1675/.  The 

map shows the period before the Flood. Here Earthly Heaven and Armenia are indicated 

between the Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers. 

 

                                                                  

 

 

The map on the book “Noah’s Ark” by A. Kirscher,  The map shows the period before the Flood, 1675 
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   On the map by Emanuel Bowen, 1780, Earthly Heaven is indicated in Armenia.  It should 

be noted that this map has much in common with the above mentioned Sumerian map on 

the brick /middle of the 3rd millennium B.C./.  On it mountains, from which originated the 

Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers, and Mesopotamia are indicated. 

 

 

The map by Emanuel Bowen, 1780 
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  It is interesting to note that the themes about the Flood and Noah’s Ark were discussed in 

European medieval architecture, too. Thus, on one of the high reliefs of Sainte-Chapel in 

Paris  / 13th c./  Noah’s Ark is depicted.   Behind it is the three-storey temple of Zvartnots / 7th 

c./,   which shows the relation between Noah’s Ark and Armenia. 

 

                   Sainte-Chapel in Paris  / 13th c./                                 Sainte-Chapel’s high relief with the image of 

Zvartnots temple 

 

  As we see,   even not being an independent state,  Armenia has always been indicated on 

the maps until the 2nd half of the 19th c.  In medieval cartography Earthly Heaven was always 

indicated in Armenia.  The symbols of Armenia, Mount Ararat, Noah’s Ark, etc.  were also 

indicated on the maps.  The name Armenia was usually written in between the springs of the 

Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers.  It was usually indicated with the following names as well:  

Greater Armenia and Lesser Armenia.  In all ancient maps Armenia  occupies a central 

position. 

     The study of  the maps allows us to say that  the Armenian Highalands and its 

surrounding territories, including Cilicia and Northern Mesopotamia, were populated with 

hay-armens,  Armenian  (Arian) tribes.  Armenia has existed since ancient times.  Changes of 

Armenia's borders within centuries are also seen on the maps.  It is also known that many 

countries and empires  (Sumer, Akad, Hittite State, Babylon, Assyria, Egypt, Roman Empire, 

Arabic Caliphate and Byzantine Empire)  were formed and collapsed in the neighbourhood 

of  Armenia during  millennia. 

     The maps show the important role Armenia has played in world history during centuries. 

It used to be on the crossroads of commercial tradeand one of the cradles of World 

Civilization.  It should also be mentioned that European monarchs of the Middle Ages as 

well as political figures treated Armenians and Armenia benevolently. 

    Today, after several millennia, we can say that Armenians livedon the territory of their 

ancient Homeland (unfortunately, what is left of it is only a small part of Historical Armenia.  

Today's territory of the Republic of Armenia is the smallest among the States Armenia has 

ever formed).   Armenia is the only country in the world that is indicated both on the 

ancient Babylonian stellate map  /6th c. B.C./  and on the maps of the 21st   century. 
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Misrepresentation of Ancient Written Sources and Testimonies 
Concerning Armenia (XIX-XX cc.) 

 
   Since the middle of the 19th century, as it was already mentioned, Armenia has been 

treated in completely another way.  The reason was the new geopolitical conjuncture arising 

in the region.  Driven by political expediency European countries like England, Germany, 

and Austria-Hungry were against the partition of Turkey and the formation of an Armenian 

State on ancestral Armenian territories.  Consequently, some researchers emerged, who 

misrepresented the historical facts in order tojustify the anti-Armenian policy of their 

governments.    Some German, English and European researchers began to deny the facts and 

substitute the ancient written sources about Armenians and Armenia with fake, concocted 

stories.  They denied also the theory that Armenians were their ancestors and Armenia was 

their ancestral Homeland.  The facts, mentioned in English and German ancient written 

sources that Brits, Bavarians and other tribes have Armenian origin, were denied without 

any substantial basis. The information given by historians about Armenians and Armenia 

was considered to be doubtful as well.116    Even the fact that Noah’s Ark rested on top of the 

Armenian Mount Ararat, testified in the Bible, was considered dubious. /some scholars even 

put forward the false idea that the mountain mentioned in the Bible was the one called 

Ararat-Yudi dagh situated in Corduene (Korchayk district) in the southern part of the 

Armenian Highlands/.  In the 1880s the use of the name Armenia was forbidden in the 

Ottoman Empire.  It was replaced by the fictitious names “Anatolia” and “Kurdistan”.   It is 

well-known that the name Anatolia refers only to Asia Minor,  which is in the western part 

of Armenia, whilethe name Kurdistan  (as it was mentioned above)  is a fabricated one. 

    Johannes Turmayer’s version about Bavariansnot being the only descendents of Armenians 

was again put into circulation. Trying to discredit  Bavarians, he wrote that all the nations 

arose from Armenians after the Flood.117  On the basis of this disputable issue some scholars 

try to deny the testimonies about the Armenian origin of Bavarians in the German written 

sources. To answer this question we have to touch once again upon the Flood theme by 

Berossus. In the first chapter it was said that a country by the name of Hayastan  /Armenia/ 

existed before the Flood.  Immortals /gods/ and mortals, who were made immortal by gods 

lived there.  A country by the name of Hayastan /Armenia/  existed after the Flood as well, 

but not all survivors were allowed to live in Armenia, the Land of Ararat.  Some were sent to 

Babylon.  However, it is evident that in certain periods of the evolution of mankind some 

rules were broken and nowadays inmost parts of the Land of Ararat  live  people who arenot 

related to that territory both spiritually and culturally. 

    English historian Benjamin Thorpe’s viewpoint was also mentioned above.   In “The 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle”, published in 1861, he misrepresented the fact that Brits, the 

 
116''The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle'', 1861 and  1953  publications;  E. A. Quitzmann, Dieheidnische Religion der 

Baiwaren, Leipzig, 1860 and E. A. Quitzmann, Die alteste Geschichte des Baiern bis zum Jahre 911, 

Braunschweig, 1873;  Hans F. Nöhbauer, ''Die Bajuwaren'', Welt-bildVerlag, Augsburg, 1990 
117There are different opinions about the origin of races. Polycentrism states that the races were formed in 

many different parts of the world, from various ancestors.  Monocentrism states that all the races come from 

one ancestor. They were formed in one part of the world being spread all over the world later.  As a result of 

evolution different races were formed. 
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ancient inhabitants of Britain, had Armenian origin.  In the footnote of the book he wrote 

that Brits were not the descendents of Armenias, but rather they came from the French 

Breton that used to be called Armorika.  The “The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle” was republished 

in 1953 and the “correction” in the footnote was this time included in the text itself.   In both 

cases the facts were misrepresented and Armenia was turned into  Armorika.  

    In the 2nd half of the 20th century scholars again discussed the subjects about Armenians 

and Armenia. Anthropological /craniological/, linguistic, archaeological and other studies 

made researchers speak about Armenians and Armenia. As a result of these new findings 

there emerged the viewpoint that the Armenian Highland was one of the ancient centers of 

civilization, and with its surrounding territories it constituted the Homeland of Indo-

Europeans (Arian tribes). Armenians were one of the ancient nations in the world, and 

Armenian was one of the ancient languages of SouthWestern Asia.118 Let us now discuss 

some of those points of view. 

    Thus, Italian geneticist L. L. Cavalli Sforza writes ''...genetical studies of people, belonging 

to the Kurgan culture, attest to the fact that they belong to the South Western Asian 

Neolithic period and have migrated there from Turkey ''119    / the author makes a mistake by 

using the name Turkey/.  He also speaks about the migration period.  ''The migration from 

Anatolia began 9500 years ago and the Kurgan culture period dates back to 6000 years.  That 

is to say they left Anatolia 3500 years ago and reached the Volga-Dona territory through the 

Balkans '' /here again the name Anatolia is used instead of the Armenian Highlands or 

Armenia/. 

    A group of linguists of different nationalities, led by biologist Quentin Atkinson,  who 

studied all existing Indo-European languages, and the origin and evolution of a number of 

modern languages, came to the conclusion that the Homeland of all Indo-European 

languages was Anatolia /the Armenian Highlands and Asia Minor/. Some monosyllabic 

words like մայր (mayr), հաց (hats), որս (vors), երկինք (yerking), etc., which had one 

general origin and were pronounced in the same way in some Indo-European languages, 

were compared.120  A family tree of Indo-European languages was drawn to compare those 

 
118According to linguistic studies in many Indo-European languages the names of metals, copper, bronze and 

iron, are connected with the Armenian Highlands. Thus, Greek xalkos  /also aes/,  the word “copper, bronze”, 

Sanskrit  ayas-”copper”,   later also “iron”, Gothic aiz- ”Bronze”,  German erz-”iron”,  English ore-”iron”,  Latin-

aes-”copper”,  etc.    /H. Acharyan, Dictionary of Armenian Roots, v. 2, Y., 1973, p.59;  V. Ivanov, T. 

Gamkrelidze,  Ancient Western Asia and Indo-European problem,  JAH, 3, 1980, p. 10;  S. Dikshit, Introduction 

to Archaelogy, M., 1960, p. 455-456/:   As we see the names of the above mentioned words, including the word 

argentium –silver,  are  connected both with each other and with hay-armens, hay and ar /armen/,  / ayas, aes, 

ar, er  forms/. 
119Cavalli-Sforza Luigi Luca, Genes, Peoples and Languages, (NY: North Point Press, 2000)  159-165 
120Let us mention an important fact.  In the Indo-European language family languages have different phonetic 

systems.  In the languages of this language family consonants are different as well as the languages have 

different phonetic systems /Slavonic, Roman/.  Armenian with its dialects is a unique language as it has all the 

consonants and the vowels of that language family /36 sounds, 39 phonemes/. There are many letters in 

Armenian alphabet that other Indo-European languages don't have e. g. ց, ծ, ձ, ղ, ր, տ, հ, կ, փ, թ, ջ 

consonants. This fact attests that the Armenian alphabet has all the vowels and consonants typical to all Indo-

European languages.  
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languages.121  After some new studies Quentin Atkinson and Russell Gray wrote that the 

language of Indo-Europeans was from 8000 to 9500 years old.    It was actually older than it 

had been supposed to be.  It came from Anatolia122 /Armenia/. 

   Colin Renfrew, an English archaeologist, who in 1987 had expressed the opinion that the 

Homeland of Indo-Europeans was in the Catal-Huyuk territory /Konya, north-west from 

Cilician Tavros, VII-VI millennia B.C./, was the first to accept the version put forward by R. 

Gray &  Quentin Q.  Atkinson about the ancestral Homeland of Indo-Europeans.123 

   Furthermore, using the historical comparative method, Merit Ruhlen, an American 

linguist,  discussed the question concerning the Homeland of Indo-European languages, and 

wrote:  “Genetic studies have come to prove that the generation of early earth cultivators in 

Asia Minor /the Armenian Highlands should have been mentioned/ have migrated to Europe 

and have undergone some changes there”.124 

 

 
Genealogical tree of  Indo-European languages 

 

 
121Russell D. Gray & Quentin D. Atkinson, "Language-tree divergence times support the AnatolianTheory of 

Indo-European origin," Nature vol. 426  (Nov. 26, 2003) 435-439 
122 Bouckaert Remco. et al., "Mapping the Origins and Expansion of the Indo-European LanguageFamily. 

"Science, vol.337,6097 (2012),  p.  957-960 
123Colin Renfrew, Archaeology and Language: The Puzzle of  Indo-European Origins(New York:  Cambridge 

University, 1987) 148;  Colin Renfrew, “Archaeology,  Genetics and Linguistic Diversity,” Man, vol. 27, no. 3 

(Sept. 1992) 445-478 
124Ruhlen Merritt, The Origin of Language, 1994 
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New studies assert the above mentioned.  Scholars have compared the DNA results of people 

in Armenian ancient burial vaults /Gegharot, III-II millennia B.C./ with thatof present-day 

Armenians and Europeans and have discovered that they are identical. 125 It’s interesting to 

note that the main part of the people living in the Near East differs from Armenians in its 

gene.   That is to say those people have come from different tribes and have assimilated in 

the Near East territory, while studies attest to the fact that Armenians with their specific 

culture and traditions have not lost the characteristic  features of their unique gene even 

after being surrounded with foreign nations.  

   Studies have also come to prove that modern Armenians possess genetic similarities with 

ancient Europeans.   That is why they werenot assimilated with other tribes. Thus, having 

the genetic code of the ancient people in the Near East, Armenians were spread in Europe 

/migrations in III-II millennia B. C., II-I millennia B.C., and other migrations/ in later 

centuries. 

   As we see studies /DNA/ of a person’s genetic characteristic featuresthrough modern 

methods, allow us to say whothe ancestors of present-day European peoplereally were. 

    Earlier linguists T. Gamkrelidze and V. Ivanov had also discussed the subject that the 

cradle of Indo-European family of languages was the Armenian Highlands and the 

surrounding territories126  /again the name Anatolia was used/.  As we see researchers use the 

terms “Eastern Anatolia” and  “the territory of Modern Turkey”  instead of Western Armenia 

and Western part of the Armenian Highlands. 
 

 
In this map the territories and languages are indicated correctly. maxpark. com 

 

   Among new researches, the article ''Bavarian-Armenian legends'' by Gerta Topakyan is 

worth singling out.  In the article Armenian-Bavarian ancient similarities are discussed. The 

author neutrally shows both positive and negative sides of the question. In this context we 

 
125 http://www. peopleofar. Com /2015/06/08/ why-armenians-are-a-living-fossil-to-geneticists/; Levon 

Episkoposyan/ co-author/, "Genetic of Eurasian People in the Bronze Age", article, Journal “Nature”. 
126Gamkrelidze T., Ivanov V. Indo-European Language and Indo-Europeans, 1984, part. 1,2; see alsoLuigi L. 

Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi, and Alberto Piazza, “Demic Expansions and Human Evolution,” Science, vol. 

259  (January 29, 1993): 632-646, 642; L. L. Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi and Alberto Piazza, The History and 

Geography of Human Genes, (Princeton University Press, 1994) 218; John Noble Wilford, “Fossil Signs of First 

Human Migration Are Found,” The New York Times, May 12, 2000. 
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should also mention the Preface to the ''German –Armenian Dictionary'' by Hakob and 

Levon Torosyans, (Beirut, 1987).  The authors write: ''The German language belongs to one 

of the Indo-European language branches, the Indo-German, which is related to Armenian. In 

the writing process of this dictionary more than a thousand identical word roots and 

participles were revealed.127 

    There are also scholars who are against the idea that the ancestral Homeland of Arian 

tribes is Armenia and its surrounding territories. On the basis of results attained after 

archaeological excavations they think that the Homeland of Indo-Europeans is the Caspian 

Plains /IV-III millenia B. C., Kurgan culture/. Unearthed ancient habitations /Choyunu tepe, 

Catal-Huyuk, Alan-Huyuk, Hajilar, Alishar as well as areas in the RA territory Zagha, 

Barozh, Shengavit, Mokhrablur, Garni/ and artifacts discovered in the Armenian Highlands 

and Asia Minor date back to earlier periods /VIII-IV millenia B.C/. New facts are being 

uncovered. Newly-unearthed archaeological monuments come toprove that the Armenian 

Highland is one of the most important ancient centers of civilization. Theancient Portasar 

/Geobekli Tepe/ archaeological site, uncovered 15 km away, in the north-eastern part of the 

city of Urfain Armenian Mesopotamia may serve as an example. The religious habitation of 

Portasar dates back to the 10th millenia B.C. /12000 years ago/. That is to say this Armenian 

religious center is hitherto the first one uncovered in this territory.  It used to be a center for 

people who led a settled way of life. The “monument” was called Portasar meaning “the 

center of life and earth” (port =navel).  It was called Portasar by the inhabitants, who knew 

that it was a ceremonial monument;  they knew both about earthly and heavenly  (life after 

death) lives. They worshiped god Angegh /Angel/ that connected those two worlds. In 

Armenia stone monuments  /cross-statues, stone commemorative columns, stone idols, later 

cross-stones/ have existed duringall periods of history. This 12000-year-old ancient 

monument and other archaeological sites, as well as comparative linguistics prove that 

Armenia is the ancestral Homeland of Indo-Europeans /Arian tribes/ and the cradle of 

modern   civilization. 

         

    The Ancient Settlement Portasar                                        The Ancient Ssettlement Portasar /reconstructed/ 

    Unfortunately, nowadays the history and culture of Armenia is again ignored. What can 

Armenians do in this situation? We must write our history, studying and quoting all the 

well-known ancient written sources, chronologies and facts. We should know the history of 

all the people who have left our country because of different reasons, in various periods, 

without giving thought to the fact whether their new generations would like it or not. This 

we should do because first of all it is our history, the history of Armenian people, and only 
 

127Cilician  patriarchate's official  newspaper ''Hask''/1-6/ 
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laterthe history of all others who have left Armenia.  Their generation is the main population 

of today's Europe and most of them want to know everything about the history of their 

ancestors. It is impossible to hide the truth even by denying or misrepresenting ancient 

written sources, legends and oral memories. 

     Thus we can say that Armenians have definitely left their traces in Europe /Sun worship, 

metal processing, pottery, cultivation, architecture, cross-stone art, toponymic names, etc./. 

Coming to Europe Armenian tribes preserved their traditions, ritual ceremonies, etc. They 

remembered their Homeland, Holy Armenia and Mount Ararat, mentioning them in written 

sources and passing them over from one generation to another. 

    Today there is no connection between the ancient European people and their ancestral 

Homeland, Armenia /or rather there is but it is blurred/.   Itshould be reestablished as both 

Armenia and Europe need it. Europe needs it because it is in danger of losing its national 

identity, culture, spiritual and other values.  As it was mentioned above the ancestors of 

Indo-Europeans, the Arian tribes,  /hay-armens/ lived in their Homeland, the Land of Ararat, 

and followed the laws of the Creator.  But the laws were, at times, broken, and the first 

totalitarian countries of Mesopotamia arose /Akkad, Babylon, Assyria /. The leaders of those 

countries proclaimed themselves the sons of God as well as gods governing the world and 

nations.  It is a factthat in different periods of history, countries with totalitarian regime and 

Empires  emerged in other parts of the world as well.  Their rule, however, didnot  last long 

but they managed to pervert peoples’ minds and souls, giving much importance tomaterial 

life and material values. The Creator’s laws are being broken. The “famine” of mind and soul 

is unfortunately seen in the Land of Ararat as well. This means that the existence of human 

beings,in general, is again in danger. 

    The best way toovercome the danger is to rely on spiritual values and live  according to 

the  laws  of   the Creator. 
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Appendix 
 

About the Names Sis, Masis and Ararat of 
The Holy Armenian Mountain 

 
 

   The highest two-peaked mountain (5.165 m) of the Armenian Highland was 

called Sis and Masis by Armenians. Masis is also known as Ararat.Like many questions 

concerning Armenian History and ancient names, the names Masis and Ararat of the 

holy Armenian mountain have also interested researchers and raised many new questions:Why 

this sacred mountain has two names — Masis and Ararat?.Which one is more ancient?.What do 

the names Sis, Masis and Ararat mean?.Why and when the mountain was called Ararat? 

Further on we will consider each of these questions and try to explain them.  

   The names Sis and Masis are the most ancient names of the mountain. It can be noted that 

the other mountain peaks of the Armenian Highland also have names close to the name Masis. 

Thus, the mountain to the North from Lake Van was called Nekh-Masiq (Sipan)1. The mountain 

in Armenian Mesopotamia in the south-west of the Armenian Highland, in ancient Greek2andin 

Armenian3sources was called Masios or Masion (now – Tur-Abdin).Assurian written sources 

use the name Qashiari4 mountains for these mountains. From the Shumer-accadian epos 

”Gilgamesh” a two-peaked mountain by the name of Masu or Mashu5 is known, behind which 

the sun rose and set, and on which Utnapishti’s (Noah’sprototype)Ark rested .Masu-Mashu is 

often identified with the Masios-Masion Mountains. 

 

 
Sis, Masis /Ararat/, the Holy Mauntain 

 

There are many explanations and points of view about the origin of the names Sis and 

Masis.The most ancient is M. Khorenaci’s explanation: In his work “Armenian History” he wrote, 

that the name Masis came from Hayk’s great-grandson Amasia’s name6 (Hayk, Aramanyak, 

Aramayis, Amasia).According to one of the points of view the names Masis, Masu-Mashu have 

the meaningof “twins”, “pair of mountains”, “twin mountains”.7 

    According to another widespread viewpoint the name “Masis” has originated from the 

Armenian word “mas” (part), because the mountain consists of two parts. However, the majestic 

view of the mountain suggests something else. By their impressive appearance, Sis and 

Masis(lonely, two-peaked) leave such an imposing sensation as if they have directly come 

offthe Mother Earth, the land, and are firmly rooted inside theground. According to other 

opinions, the high peaks are not lonely and are not directly connected with the mother earth. 

They are just high peaks of mountain chains. 

   The appearance of the mountain Masis (Sis, Ma-Sis) suggests that the name Sis may have 

been connected with the meaning of the Armenian word “tsits”, which is the “breast of afeeding 
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mother”8(«կաթնաբերմասունքմարց).Among many Indo-European languages one can find    

words with similar meaning and pronunciation 9. 

   “Ma” in the word Masis is a short form of addressing a mother in the Armenian 

language.Therefore we should assume that Masis has the meaningof Mother Sis. 

    By calling the two-peaked mountain Sis and Masis, located nearly in the center of the 

Armenian Highland, the Armenians viewed it as the Mother Country, an earth nourishing source, 

which with its high peaks received cosmic, life-giving stream and energy and nourished Mother 

Earth and the country – Armenia, directly connectedto it. 

   It is known that Sumerians came down to the Lower Mesopotamia from the southern parts of 

the Armenian Highland bringing with them many cultural values, including religious and 

mythological ones created in their motherland. Certainly they knew about the two-peakedholy 

mountain of the Armenian Highland with the names Sis and Masis, and in the new homeland 

while talking about the Flood, they called the two-peaked mountain Masu-Mashu of the Arc. By 

the way, the peak on which Utnapishti’s Ark rested was called Nisir, which has а far similarity 

with the name Masis. The two-peaked Masu-Mashu mountain, from where according to 

“Gilgamesh” the sun rises and sets, is also illustrated on Acadian stamps.Moreover the 

mountains are illustrated in such a way as though they are seen from Mesopotamia – Masis on 

the left, and Sis on the right. 

   Armenians consider Masis as a holy, divine mountain, on the peak of which a mortal’sfeet 

shouldnot step. Armenians believe that the mountain is protected by devils and vishapazuns 

(dragon’s descendants). Let us recall M. Khorenati’s words when he mentions aboutthe 

Armenian king Artashes, who whilecursing his son Artavazd, says: 

 

If you get on a horse, go to hunt 

Up to the free, to Masis, 

Let the devils capture you and take away 

Up to the free, to Masis10. 

 

   These devils and vishapazuns that protect the mountain Masisremind us of men-scorpions 

from the epos “Gilgamesh”, which protect the gates of Masu-Mashu Mountains and open them 

only for gods. In 1255, when French travaler U. Rubruq wanted to climb up to the top of Ararat, 

an Armenian old man convinced him not to climb, saying “no one… should climb up to Masis, 

she is the mother of the Earth”11. For Armenians even the snow on top of Masis was considered 

sacred. When in 1829 the Armenian writer Kh. Abovyan with aGerman scholar F. Parrot climbed 

up to the top of Masis, he brought with him a bottle filled with snow, which he kept as a sacred 

relics. 

   Thus, it can be said that the ancient name Masis of the Armenian holy mountain was used as 

a basis for the names Nekh-Masiq, Masios-Masion, and also Masu-Mashu, which are located in 

other places of the Armenian Highland. 

   For the holy mountain Masis, the name Ararat is also used, which is the most ancient name 

given to Armenia. The name Ararat (Arar-at) with its meaning and explanation goes backto the 

times of creation and has the meaning of“the place ofcreation”12. The name Ararat was 

spread in the world through the Bible. According to the Old Testament, during the Flood Noah’s 

Ark rested on the “Ararat mountains” 13. The Hebrew original version of the Bible uses the name 

Ararat kingdom (Urartu) for Armenia, and the mountain on which Noah’s Ark rested is called 

Ararat mountain.Later, in early medieval times, the Christian interpreters of the Bible identified 

the mountain of Noah’s Ark,located in Ararat country (mountains) with the mountain called 

Masis by Armenians and thus Ararat-Masis was considered to be the mountain on which Noah’s 

Ark rested. 

  Thus, the name Masis of the holy mountain, located nearly in the center of the Armenian 

Highland is the oldest name given to the mountain by Armenians and has the meaning 

of“Mother-Nourishing” (Ma-Sis), while the name Ararat was given to it later – as a mountain 
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located in the center of Ararat-Urartu country, where during the Flood Noah’s descendants 

found a shelter and were saved. After the Flood a new human civilization came into being 

around the mountain Ararat-Masis. 

 

The article was first printed in the book“Armenia and History” by Angela Teryan, 

Yerevan, 2007 
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